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The CPPO Annual Summary is a description of WRPS’s FY2017 scope and activities 
performed in support of the ongoing vapors efforts. 
 
1. STATE of VAPORS RELATED ACTIVITIES 
At the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 2016, Washington River Protection Solutions LLC (WRPS) was 
completing phase one of the Implementation Plan for Hanford Tank Vapor Assessment Report 
Recommendations (WRPS-1500142) that was developed to address Tank Vapors Assessment 
Team (TVAT) recommendations.  The implementation plan actions were originally planned to 
occur in two phases. Phase 1 was completed at the end of fiscal year FY2016 and included 
validating and/or updating headspace characterization; research and development of new 
monitoring and detection equipment; developing an enhanced Industrial Hygiene (IH) 
program focused on creating parity with the Radiological Control program; and developing 
new or enhancing existing training to educate workers about the hazards of working in and 
around the tank farms. 
 
During the latter part of Phase 1, multiple assessments were conducted on the implementation 
plan progress and/or the overall IH program. The assessments were conducted by the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Office of Inspector General 
(OIG), Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health, LLC (CTEH), and DOE-Office 
Environment, Safety, and Health Assessments (EA-32). The assessments resulted in many 
positive observations and multiple recommendations for further enhancements to the vapor 
management strategy. Assessment results and feedback from stakeholders were incorporated 
into a comprehensive vapor management strategy. The strategy is focused on achieving the 
vision that all workers on the Hanford Central Plateau continue to be protected by and actively 
embrace this comprehensive approach to vapors management, so that workers both are safe 
and feel safe.  From that a Comprehensive Vapor Action Plan (CVAP) was drafted that defines 
and institutionalizes chemical vapor protections to mitigate the potential for vapor incidences; 
presents the plan to implement the strategy; and, replaces the Implementation Plan for 
Hanford Tank Vapor Assessment Report Recommendations.  The draft CVAP defines eight key 
performance parameters (KPPs) that WRPS uses to monitor and measure progress and 
success.  The eight KPPs are: 

1. Establish a comprehensive vapor management communication plan, engagement 
processes, and effectiveness measurements.  

2. Maintain the Industrial Hygiene Chemical Vapor Technical Basis document and the 
chemicals of potential concern (COPC). Institutionalize a disciplined and rigorous 
process for updates to include new scientific findings and enhanced understandings of 
potential exposures.  

3. Maintain Industrial Hygiene Program and institutionalize vapor program requirements, 
best practices and program parity, and complete necessary training to support full 
implementation at the beginning of FY2018.  
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4. Complete engineering control concept demonstrations for Strobic Air Tri-Stack® and 
NUCON® International Inc. thermal combustion concepts in support of unrestricted 
work boundaries. 

5. Define unrestricted work boundaries and implement monitoring on active stack 
ventilation and unrestricted work boundaries in the A farms to provide defense-in-
depth.  

6. Institutionalize a tank operations stewardship program that minimizes required tank 
farm personnel entries and establishes parameters for locating ancillary personnel and 
offices.  

7. Provide options to promote the hierarchy of controls for chemical vapor respiratory 
protection beyond current use self-contained breathing apparatus.  

8. Support medical program enhancements in conjunction with responsible Hanford Site 
organizations and establish update to WRPS process/procedures. 

 
The CPPO’s debut Weekly Report was published on October 20, 2016. At that time, its 
reporting format was organized around WRPS’s progress on the TVAT recommendations. The 
CPPO Weekly Report was restructured to reflect the comprehensive vapors mitigation 
approach as envisioned in the draft CVAP on March 16, 2017. From that publication to this 
annual summary, draft CVAP KPPs have served as the focus and are updated weekly. 
Significant progress has been made in all draft CVAP KPPs in FY2017, along with completing 
many actions addressing the assessment recommendations. As shown in Table 1, over half of 
external assessment external assessment recommendations are estimated to have been 
addressed through actions performed in FY2017 or prior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Completion Status of External Assessments Recommendations 
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Many of the deliverables for FY2017 were scheduled to be completed at the end of FY2017, as 
such, these have been anecdotally reported as complete; however, CPPO is in the process of 
verifying their completion.  The values in the “Estimated Complete in FY2017” column are 
subject to change based on the outcome of the verification process Along with more detail on 
the recommendations, how they tie to KPPs and any changes to status will be reported in 
future CPPO Weekly reports. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During FY2017, in support of draft KPP 1 effectiveness measures, a vapors communication 
survey was performed and a LEAN event completed.  Recommendations from these activities 
have been implemented.  As a significant effort for increased transparency the Data Access and 
Visualization (DAV) tool was released to the Hanfordvapors.com website.   Tank Vapors 
Representatives (TVRs) were assigned to attend the Chemical Vapors Solutions Team (CVST) 
meetings, and CPPO Notebooks were developed and distributed on a weekly basis, both in 
support of increased communication with the workforce.  CVST also represents an 
opportunity for the workforce to engage with multiple senior managers and provide input on 
vapors related actions.  In addition, WRPS accomplished significant efforts to institutionalize a 
disciplined and rigorous approach to chemical vapors management within the IH Program and 
to update and improve the IH chemical vapor technical basis, the details of which are captured 
in draft KPPs 2 and 3. Many project successes pursuant to the engineering controls described 
in draft KPP 4, were realized in FY2017, including the 242-A Evaporator vessel vent exhaust 
stack extension which was designed, fabricated and installed this year; Strobic Air intends to 
perform a factory acceptance test (FAT) in FY2018 to evaluate the capabilities of a mobile, 
skid-mounted unit to support future Hanford activities; and bench-scale testing is planned for 
NUCON Thermal Oxidation. Draft KPP 5 plots the path forward for monitoring and 
unrestricted work boundary activities. Encompassing the permanent installation of Vapor 
Monitoring and Detection System, stack and boundary monitors, and the public address 
system, WRPS satisfactorily executed multiple planks of KPP 5, including installing public 

Office of Inspector 
General – OIG-SR-17-01 

Report 

CTEH Critical Assessment EA-32 Report 
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address speakers in A, AX, AY, AZ, AW, and AN Farms in FY2017, and pilot-scale testing of 
monitoring and detection equipment in the A and AP Farms was completed.  Institutionalizing 
a tank operations stewardship program is the onus of KPP 6.   The SST stewardship plan 
kicked off with the order for ingress/egress trailers, the development of a Project Execution 
Plan, and the selection of a design authority for automation initiatives this year. KPP 7, 
promoting hierarchy of controls, saw many successes in FY2017. Cartridge Testing was 
completed under non-waste disturbing conditions at AP Stack, SY-102 Tank, A-101 Tank, 702 
AZ Stack (non-waste disturbing), AX-101 Tank, AN Stack, and AW Stack. Additionally, 
cartridge testing under waste disturbing conditions was completed at the 702-AZ stack. The 
3rd party review of the cartridge testing was encouraging; the particulars from the Stoneturn 
Consultants report are detailed in draft KPP 7.   
 
The project experienced a few difficulties this year. The vendor supporting the project 
struggled to keep up with the analysis of data necessary for laboratory studies.  WRPS 
personnel continued to work with the vendor to remedy this situation and are looking at 
alternative options for data analysis.  Although the vessel vent stack extension was completed, 
the project experienced a schedule slip due to as-found conditions in the field.  Engineering 
personnel worked a holiday weekend to develop a plan to remedy the situation and work 
continued later the following week.  Cartridge testing experienced several delays due to 
resource availability and some procedure/training issues. The Third Party reviews and 
subsequent comment resolution took much longer than anticipated and this delayed our 
transition from self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) to air-purifying respirators (APR) 
for some work activities in the ventilated farms.  A meeting was held with applicable 
management and corrective actions were identified and implemented.  The follow-on testing 
evolution was performed flawlessly.  Communication and document release continues to be 
impacted by litigation issues that require additional legal reviews and considerations.  CPPO 
and WRPS Communications and Public Relations are working to minimize these delays. 
Overall, however, it was a very successful year. President Mark Lindholm noted, “[t]hroughout 
the year we faced unexpected challenges ranging from bad weather, equipment failures, 
funding uncertainty, and many more obstacles that threatened to take the project off course. It 
was impressive to witness the dedication, ingenuity, and determination that the team 
demonstrated this year.  I can’t count the number of times that organizations made pivotal 
contributions to the mission that exceeded all expectations.” 
 
2. CHEMICAL PROTECTION PROGRAM OFFICE (CPPO) ACTIVITIES STATUS                   

Annual Summary (Fiscal Year 2017) 
 

“Fostering chemical vapor-related communications was another major focus in FY 2016,” 
wrote WRPS President Mark Lindholm in his October 6, 2016, Message from Mark. He added, 
“[t]o meet this challenge, we established the Chemical Protection Program Office, or CPPO, 

to oversee chemical protection initiatives.” 
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A year later, the CPPO, staffed with technical subject matter experts, project managers, and 
communications expertise, has become a reliable resource for vapors presentations and 
information, workforce engagement initiatives, weekly draft Comprehensive Vapors Action 
Plan (CVAP) Key Performance Parameters (KPP) updates, communication effectiveness 
measures, vapor mitigation activity metrics, tracking of external assessments 
recommendations, and the oversight and integration of vapors activities performed in 
accordance with the draft CVAP.  Additionally, the CPPO is responsible for addressing draft Key 
Performance Parameter #1 (Communications) of the CVAP and provides the lead interface 
for continuing refinement of the Data Access and Visualization (DAV) tool.  The CPPO Annual 
Summary is a description of CPPO’s FY2017 scope and contributions to the vapors efforts. Now 
that the draft CVAP has laid the foundation for FY2018 activities, the momentum is set for full 
integration of the program office into established and understood roles and responsibilities in 
support of chemical vapors activities at Hanford. 
 
In keeping with its mandate, the CPPO oversaw many chemical protection initiatives, including 
providing pertinent and timely reports and summaries to the HanfordVapors.com website;  
supporting manager’s in their vapors discussions with their staff  by providing a weekly CPPO 
Notebook; and encouraging the workforce to offer meaningful criticisms about vapors 
management through two formal surveys  and a question/answer feature online.   
 
Focusing on employee effectiveness measures, the CPPO performed a Vapors Communication 
Workforce Survey in March and hosted a LEAN Management Event on Effective 
Communication to the Workforce in June. In response to the LEAN event feedback, a Tank 
Vapor Representatives (TVR) initiative was launched by CPPO in July. A primary and alternate 
TVR was assigned from 20 field teams. The TVR, tasked with attending all Chemical Vapor 
Solutions Team meetings, are responsible for reporting the meeting’s events to their respective 
teams. TVRs are encouraged to bring their team’s questions and observations back to the CVST 
meeting.  TVRs enhance employee engagement by improving attendance at CVST meetings, 
enlivening discussions about vapors, and communicating vapors news to their colleagues. 
CPPO requested, and both Executive and Senior management agreed to provide the TVRs with 
a work assignment per CPPO’s request. Tracking TVR attendance is one of the many new 
metrics launched by CPPO. Ninety-five percent of the TVRs attended the August CVST meeting. 
July and September saw a decline in TVR attendance to 55%.  
 
The CPPO compiled a list of actions and deliverables generated in response to the 
recommendations from the NIOSH, OIG, EA-32, Vapors Expert Management Panel (VMEP), 
CTEH, and TVAT.  The list was migrated into the CPPO action tracking/status database, and the 
list of actions and deliverables was added to the problem evaluation request (PER) system.    
 

http://toc.wrps.rl.gov/rapidweb/CPPO/docs.cfm/CPPO%20Vapors%20Communications%20Survey%20Results%20Summary_Final.pdf
http://toc.wrps.rl.gov/rapidweb/CPPO/docs.cfm/CPPO%20Vapors%20Communications%20Survey%20Results%20Summary_Final.pdf
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In early May, the CPPO team helped re-establish and continues to facilitate the CVAP integrated 
project team meetings.  
 
The CPPO group continues to provide outstanding presentations for field organizations 
through the CPPO Notebook, including many well-received presentations written by the Center 
for Toxicology and Environmental Health (CTEH) professionals and CPPO Subject Matter 
Experts. The rich Notebook library includes a five part series on Human Odor Perception and 
Chemical Exposures, a multi-series on Nitrosamines, Strobic Air Update, Event Notification 
System, and NUCON Update. A full index of the CPPO Notebook can be found in Appendix C.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ever mindful of supporting the workforce, the CPPO offers via direct email and 
HanfordVapors.com, a weekly update on the broad and innovative vapors mitigation efforts 
mapped out in the draft CVAP. In addition to the weekly progress report on the draft KPPs, the 
CPPO Weekly Report tracks the vapors related communications WRPS produces and 
distributes to the workforce and public. That tracking effort is captured in one of the four 
monthly metrics CPPO produced every month in FY2017. In addition to the Communications 
Metric, CPPO produced Website Statistics, Cost and Schedule, and Corrective Action Tracking. A 
full index of the Weekly Report is in Appendix A.  
 
The CPPO served in an advisory capacity, or provided technical support, to many vapors 
related efforts this year, including: 

• Meeting with Site staff when requested to address vapors-related questions 
or concerns. 

• Performing tank vapor and industrial hygiene monitoring data analysis. 
• Participating in Vapor Monitoring and Detection System (VMDS) equipment 

conceptual design. 
• Providing training and education on vapors-related issues. 
• Participating in Health Process Plan (HPP) meetings. 

September 9, 2017 CPPO Notebook: Part 2 Nitrosamines 
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• Contributing to the Integrated Vapors Sampling Strategy Data Quality 
Objective (DQO) process. 

• Engaging in a weekly information exchange with the Hanford Atomic Metal 
Trades Council (HAMTC) safety representatives. 

 
Additional CPPO activities this year include the following: 

• WRPS provided status briefings on the development of the draft CVAP and 
the Industrial Hygiene program to DOE’s Vapor Management Expert Panel 
(VMEP).  The VMEP responded to the briefings with overall positive 
comments on the status of vapors related activities and programmatic 
activities, and they indicated they will be drafting a follow-up report.  

• CPPO continues to develop metrics to support a CVAP monitoring 
dashboard.  Multiple metrics are in various stages of development and 
review. 

• To date, the CPPO Library houses hundreds of communications, 
correspondence, CPPO Notebooks, historical documents, photographs, 
charts, and references. CPPO collects and deposits vapors communications 
into the CPPO Library and IDMS on a continual basis.  

• CPPO contributed questions to the Oak Ridge Associate Universities (ORAU) 
Safety Culture Survey (SCWE). The survey was conducted in July.  
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 Oversight and Tracking 
The Oversight and Tracking section is a revolving schedule of metrics published in   
the CPPO Weekly Report:  

• Week 1 – Website Statistics 
• Week 2 – Cost, Schedule, and Spending 
• Week 3 – Communication Productivity 
• Week 4 – Corrective Action Status 
• Week 4/5 – CVAP Recommendations Summary Status 

 

 
 

Only the Website Statistics and CPPO Notebook statistics are featured in the 2017 Annual 
Summary.  
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HanfordVapors.com Website 
 

 
 
 
 

The Hanford Vapors website logged over 58,000 views in FY2017.  Heaviest use was observed 
in the first quarter of the year, when the new vapors-focused website was released.  The initial 
interest in the website likely skews the overall data for the remainder of the year. Traffic 
dropped significantly in the second quarter. Over the course of the third quarter, a significant 
amount of new/updated material was posted to the website.  Readership was also elevated for 
this period.  The fourth quarter saw reduced hits, and in fact, September experienced the third 
lowest number of over the course of the year.   

Figure 1. Hanford Vapors Website Statistics – FY2017 
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In general, the largest number of views occurred on the days that the Hanford Vapors 
Weekly Update was posted, with carryover views logged on the days immediately following 
the updates, around the time that odor events occurred, and during the PUREX tunnel 
collapse.  Quarterly data showing the number of website hits and posts of new/updated 
information to the site can be seen in Figure 1. 
 
Several navigation improvements were made to the website over the course of the year. 
Information posted included a variety of vapors-related reports and summaries, IH 
monitoring data, AOP-15 event summaries, CPPO Weekly Reports, CVST meeting materials, 
and the new Data Access and Visualization tool -  a web-based data explorer to provide 
transparent access to site-wide industrial hygiene (SWID) data in a way that is 
understandable and relevant.   
 
In FY2017, the website experienced an average of 4852 hits per month, and 159 hits per day. 
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The CPPO Notebook 
The CPPO Notebook was developed as an additional mechanism for managers to share 
vapors-related information with the workforce.  It is delivered on a weekly basis in multiple 
formats: a ‘One-Sheet’ summary of the weekly topic, a PowerPoint presentation (with 
speaker notes), and a video narrated by a technical expert.  Thirty-six Notebooks were 
distributed in FY2017 on a range of topics: 

• Eight covering New Technologies 
• Eight providing information on Odor to Vapor Comparison education 
• Six on Independent Assessments 
• Five on IH Sampling Data 
• Three on CVAP or Vapors Communication Strategies 
• Three on Respirator Cartridge Testing 
• One with information on Medical Partners 
• One specific to Engineered Controls, and 
• One addressing the IH Tech Basis. 

Figure 2: CPPO Notebook Activity FY2017 
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The number of times a topic was covered in the CPPO Notebooks was based on results of the 
CPPO Vapors Communication Survey.  The survey participants indicated levels of interest in 
various topics. Management’s use of the Notebook is determined through self-reporting via 
email buttons that are provided as part of the distribution each week.  Figure 2 shows a 
steady increase in the utilization of this vapors communication tool over the course of 
FY2017. (Quarter one is not included because a single Notebook was provided during the 
development phase.  That edition was used by 15 managers.) In FY2017, the CPPO Notebook 
was presented 687 times, by an average of 19 managers per week. 
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CPPO Vapors Information Products Completed FY-17 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 FY Total 
Data Report (Monitoring Data) 25 1 30 5 61 
Presentations (includes CPPO Notebook and CVST) 8 12 13 13 46 
CPPO Reports and Weekly Report 11 13 14 13 51 
Information Requests 11 0 20 1 32 
Articles, Summaries, and Message Maps 10 8 4 9 31 
Surveys and Focus Groups 1 1 7 1 10 
Website Requests/Site Updates 21 1 4 2 28 
Videos 1 0 0 0 1 
Totals 88 36 92 44 260 
 
The CPPO routinely summarizes complex, technical vapors-related information for a general 
audience and has provided monitoring results, report summaries, presentations, a weekly 
report on WRPS vapors activities, and other information for distribution through established 
communication mechanisms such as the Solutions newsletter and the HanfordVapors.com 
website.  In FY2017, 343 vapors-related communications products were requested from the 
CPPO; of these, 260 have been completed and delivered. 
 
Tables 2 and 3 show the volume of activity over the course of FY2017.  The first quarter 
reflects the influx of vapors-related communication products identified for production at the 
launch of the CPPO.  The increase in quarter three reflects the significant effort undertaken by 
the office to provide additional monitoring reports and AOP-15 data for the 
HanfordVapors.com website during this timeframe. 

 
 

CPPO Vapors Information Products Requested FY-17 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 FY Total 
Data Report (Monitoring Data) 33 0 38 17 88 
Presentations (includes CPPO Notebook) 9 14 12 13 48 
CPPO Reports and Weekly Report 12 12 12 13 49 
Information Requests 17 0 18 1 36 
Articles, Summaries, and Message Maps 29 20 2 7 58 
Surveys and Focus Groups 1 1 21 0 23 
Website Requests/Site Updates 35 0 0 1 36 
Videos 5 0 0 0 5 
Totals 141 47 103 52 343 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. CPPO Vapors Information Products Completed FY2017 

Table 3. CPPO Vapors Information Products Requested FY17 
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The CPPO also tracks the distribution of all identified vapors-related communications 
throughout WRPS.  The data for FY17 is shown in Table 4 and indicates that vapors-related 
information has been shared with the workforce 3278 times in a variety of formats.  The 
significant raise in Morning Meeting/Pre-Shift Brief shown in Q3 reflects a change from 
reporting Plan-of-the-Day meetings. Rather than documenting Senior Manager’s meetings, 
where information was primarily shared with other managers, the Morning Meeting/Pre-Shift 
Brief for field managers is now captured – providing data more reflective of the vapors-related 
information shared with the workforce.   
The CPPO Notebook continues to be a primary avenue for delivering vapors-related 
communications to the workforce.  In addition, a significant number of updates were posted to 
the Hanford Vapors website.  Other events occur less frequently, such as the CVST meeting, 
but provide targeted vapors-related information to the workforce. 
 

 
 
 

WRPS Vapors Information Distribution Avenue Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 FY Total 
All Employee Email/Meetings & ESHQ Comm. 16 15 10 11 52 
CPPO Notebook* 15 183 214 275 687 
CPPO Report and Weekly Report 10 10 8 12 40 
Fact Sheet & Information 1 1 1 0 3 
      
 Meeting - CVST * 4 5 4 5 18 
 Meeting - CVST Sub-team meeting * 11 14 3 10 38 
 Meeting - Hanford Advisory Board Briefing * 1 1 0 0 2 
 Meeting/Briefing* 39 24 7 79 149 
 Meeting -Morning/Pre-Shift Brief*

† 19 33 663 1108 1823 
Presentation* 0 3 0 0 3 
Safety Start 2 3 2 0 7 
SOEN 6 1 9 0 16 
Solution Article 12 11 5 10 38 
Survey and Focus Group 1 1 0 0 2 
Tours* 11 1 6 4 22 
Website/Individual Inquiry 5 0 0 0 5 
Vapors Weekly Update or Website Post 25 18 253 76 372 
Video 0 1 0 0 1 
Totals 178 325 1185 1590 3278 
* Face-to-face communication    †Morning/Pre-Shift Brief expanded to include field personnel interactions 
 
 

Table 4. WRPS Vapors Information Distribution Avenue 
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COMPREHENSIVE VAPOR ACTION PLAN Key Performance Parameters 
KPP 1. Engagement and Effective Measurement  

 Chemical Protection Engagement and Effectiveness Measures:  
The CPPO initiated engagement and mentoring activities featuring the vast 
experience and knowledge of the CTEH team.  The CTEH team attends onsite staff 
meetings, select pre-job meetings, and activities with 
WRPS Industrial Hygiene Professionals (IHP) and 
Industrial Hygiene Technicians (IHT). The CTEH team 
is knowledgeable on the draft CVAP actions, general 
toxicology, and are trained emergency responders. The 
inquiries/topics of interest included nitrosamines, 
furans, and IH sampling plans. CTEH and WRPS IH 
personnel routinely team for vapors related questions 
during Projects Pre-Job and other meetings.   

 
WRPS exceeded the commitment for FY2017 for a 
minimum of two communication effectiveness measurements.  A focus group 
survey of the HanfordVapors.com website was performed; a CPPO workforce 
communication survey was performed; and a CPPO Communication to the 
Workforce LEAN event was completed.  In addition, CPPO contributed questions to 
the Oak Ridge Associate Universities (ORAU) Safety Culture Survey (SCWE).  
 

 4th Quarter Communication Highlights 
The CVST Communications Sub-committee met on July 10, 2017, and the CVST New 
Technology Sub-committee met on July 12, 2017. 
 
The Chemical Vapors Solutions Team (CVST) Meeting was held on July 12, 2017, 
during which Mr. Rob Gregory spoke on the on-going litigation, the third party 
review of the cartridge testing, and the next cartridge test in AX Farm. Additional 
information on cartridge testing here. Ron Calmus spoke on the VMDS equipment 
selections. Eugene Morrey discussed the Mobile Lab. Doug Greenwell gave an 
update on Major Waste Disturbing Activities.  Kent Smith gave the status on 
Current Evaporator Campaign, and Dan Wolf reviewed the 242-A Evaporator 
Campaign and Industrial Hygiene summary. (Full CVST Meeting Minutes in 
Appendix A) 
 
The Chemical Vapor Solution Team (CVST) meeting, held on July 12, 2017, included 
new members filling the Tank Vapor Representative (TVR) position.  The role of the 
TVR is to attend and participate at the CVST meetings, and then to communicate the 
information from the CVST to their respective field teams.  This will promote and 

Key Performance 
Parameter 1 
Establish a 

comprehensive vapor 
management 

communication plan, 
engagement processes, 

and effectiveness 
measurements. 
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encourage greater worker involvement in implementing strategies to address tank 
vapor issues and the deployment of new technologies.  This position was created as 
the result of recommendations from the 2017 CPPO Vapors Communication Survey, 
the CPPO LEAN Event, and EA-32.  Approximately 20 field teams were represented 
by the TVRs at the July 12th meeting.  
 
Industrial Hygiene published a Safety Flash on July 12, 2017, reminding the 
workforce that “[i]n accordance with the IH Monitoring and Control Plan, 
significant IH monitoring and sampling has been performed over the course of the 
[EC-06] campaign. These include: Around the clock IHT coverage, 10 AreaRAE 
monitors, the RJ Lee mobile sampling lab and stack monitoring and sampling. To 
date, all IH monitoring results have been significantly less than established action 
levels. Based on these results and consistent with our agreement with HAMTC 
leadership, the Respiratory Protection Required (RPR) area surrounding the 242-A 
facility has been re-designated as “Restricted Access – Authorized Personnel Only”.  
 
The Message from Mark, published on July 12, described the ORAU Safety Culture 
Survey which was launched on July 17, 2017, and updated readers on the VMDS 
equipment selection process in the A and AP Tank Farms.  
 
A presentation of the VMDS equipment selection process was provided to the 
CPPO/HAMTC Safety Representatives interface meeting on July 12, 2017.  The 
presentation was well-received and the HAMTC representatives provided feedback 
for the VMDS team. 
 
Solutions, Issue 398, published on July 10, 2017, reported, “Roger Jarrell, DOE-HQ 
Environmental Management, Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Energy, receive[d] 
a briefing from Karthik Subramanian on AP Farm activities, vapor abatement 
activities and vapor equipment testing.” 
 
Message from Mark, published on July 17, reported on “…the collaboration that took 
place within the Chemical Vapor Solutions Team and with HAMTC leadership in 
developing the comprehensive industrial hygiene control strategy for the [242-A 
Evaporation] campaign. Area direct-reading instrumentation (DRI) readings in the 
general work areas during the campaign were well below action and occupational 
exposure limits.”  

 
Solutions, Issue 399, published on July 20, 2017, reported on the 242-A Evaporator 
Campaign and the comprehensive industrial hygiene (IH) control strategy in place 
during the campaign; the Vapor Monitoring and Detection System equipment 
selection; and the safety culture survey which is now in its second week.”  
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On July 25, 2017, Jason Vitali led a tour of the AP-Tank Farm Vapor Monitoring & 
Detection System (VMDS) and control room for DOE participants, including Brian 
Carter (DOE Human Capital, Director). 
 
Multiple several items were discussed with the HAMTC Safety Representatives at 
the CPPO/HAMTC weekly meetings during the fourth quarter. Upcoming CPPO 
communications topics were reviewed and input provided on additional topics of 
interest. It was suggested that the CVST meeting could be a good place to discuss 
the potential for odors at the corner of 4th and Buffalo.  CPPO followed-up on the 
suggestion at a subsequent meeting and reported on the initiative to create a CVST 
sub-committee to be formed to investigate odors outside of tank farms.  
Information was shared about the third party (STC) out-brief being posted to the 
HanfordVapors.com website. The HAMTC Safety Reps provided a short overview of 
the EC-06 evaporator campaign and shared some of the issues that played into its 
completion such as the brush fire onsite, the respiratory protection tent/tunnel, 
and the evaporator P-B-2 slurry pump failure which resulted in gravity slurry to AP 
Farm.  It was suggested that during EC-07, the stack analyzer data be compared to 
the EC-06 data to determine if there is a difference between pumping slurry to AP 
Farm data (EC-07) and gravity slurry to AP Farm data. Additional discussions were 
had regarding new training on photoionization detectors and the effects on 
detection from the use of different lamps (e.g. 9.8 eV, 10.6 eV, and 11.7 eV). 
 
A CVST meeting was held on July 26, 2017, during which Rob Gregory provided an 
update on the ongoing mediation. He reported that mediation is scheduled for its 
fourth round from August 1-3, 2017. He also spoke of the upcoming site visit from 
StoneTurn Consultants (STC) regarding the chemical cartridge testing. The STC 
team will be in town from Aug 7 – 9.  Upon completion of their visit, they will 
provide a briefing to HAMTC, Office of River Protection, and WRPS. Mr. Gregory 
acknowledged that the IH controls for the upcoming EC-07 evaporator campaign 
have been reviewed and solidified. Presentations this week included three 
presentations from the CPPO subject matter experts covering toxicology and odors, 
the Vapors Management Expert Panel (VMEP) report, and the NUCON abatement 
project. 
 
The Message from Mark, published on July 25, reported, “[a]nother significant 
safety and health accomplishment that I’m particularly proud of is the recent 
completion of the 242-A Evaporator stack extension project.  The ventilation stack 
was extended from 63 feet to 111 feet above ground to help minimize the potential 
for chemical vapors and to enhance the safety of nearby workers during operating 
campaigns.”  
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A CPPO subject matter expert contributed an article on NUCON International to the 
July 31, 2017, publication of Solutions. “WRPS is supporting NUCON International 
as it develops a thermal oxidation demonstration project based on an internal 
combustion engine,” reported Solutions. 
 
One of the recommendations from the CPPO sponsored LEAN Management Event  
was to establish an e-form with which to submit vapors related questions, as well 
as track the question/answer to completion.  An e-form has been created and is 
now in testing.   
 
Doug Greenwell, WRPS Retrievals manager, sent an all-employee email on August 
9, 2017, detailing the C-105 waste retrieval activity scheduled to begin Thursday 
August 10, 2017. In addition to a map outlining the IH monitoring and control 
strategy for C-105 retrieval, Mr. Greenwell wrote, “WRPS and HAMTC have worked 
together to develop appropriate controls to address chemical vapor concerns.”  
 
Hanford Tank Vapors, Vapors Weekly Update was published August 10, 2017. It 
reported that, “WRPS will start C-105 Retrieval operations… [during which] 
[s]ampling will include ventilation stack monitoring, IH monitoring and sampling, 
and strategically placed air monitoring instruments.  A mobile laboratory will also 
periodically take and analyze air samples from areas around the tank farms.”    
 
The CVST Communications Sub-committee met on August 7, 2017. The CVST 
Chemical Cartridge Sub-committee met on August 8, 2017.  The CVST New 
Technology Sub-committee and the CVST Meeting were cancelled to accommodate 
the site visit from STC.    
 
The August 7, 2017, publication of Solutions, Issue 402, reported that WRPS’s AP 
Ventilation Upgrade was among the projects nominated for the AECOM Excellence 
Awards.  “The project was a first-of-its-kind upgrade that set a baseline for future 
ventilation upgrades at Hanford tank farms.” Additionally, Solutions reported on 
the air-line respirator field trial that took place in late July. 
 
Solutions, Issue 404, published August 14, 2017, reported, “Doug Greenwell, WRPS 
Retrievals manager, updated the [Hanford Advisory Board’s Tank Waste] 
committee on single-shell tank C-105.  He discussed the tank’s waste 
characteristics and retrieval history, as well as the retrieval and respiratory 
protection strategies for removing the remaining waste from the tank.”  A second 
Solution’s article reviewed the vapor control strategies in use for the duration of 
the C-105 retrieval.  
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The August 14, 2017, all employee Message from Mark congratulated the C-105 
project team “for successfully restarting waste removal over the weekend. Waste 
retrieval from tank C-105 resumed last weekend and about 13, 400 gallons of 
waste was removed from the single-shell tank. No odors were reported by workers 
throughout sluicing operations, and no chemical vapors were detected by our 
AreaRAE air monitors. Monitoring exhausters in C Farm and in AN Farm where the 
waste is being transferred indicated minor increases in ammonia and volatile 
organic compounds during the first 24 hours of retrieval. The readings then 
decreased to non-retrieval levels.” This was also published on August 17, 2017, in 
the Vapors Weekly Update. 
 
The WRPS Retrieval manager sent an all employees email on August 15, 2017, 
outlining the vapor control strategy for the C-105 waste retrieval activities 
scheduled to resume that evening.  
 
Solutions, Issue 405, published August 28, 2017, reported, “The [LEAN 
Management] event, sponsored by the Chemical Protection Program Office (CPPO), 
focused on finding ways to increase face-to-face communication with subject-
matter experts, strengthen the use of the Chemical Vapors Solutions Team (CVST) 
as an effective communication tool, and improve the workforce’s access to web-
based vapors resources.” Furthermore, “[t]hirteen of the 19 action items have been 
completed and the remainder are in progress. All items are expected to be 
completed by the end of calendar year 2017.” 
 
The August 31, 2017, all employee Hanford Tank Vapors also reported on the 
results of the LEAN Management event.  Hanford Tank Vapors wrote, “One notable 
improvement is creating a Team Vapor Representative (TVR) from each work team 
to attend the CVST meetings.  The TVRs are tasked with attending the twice-
monthly meetings and reporting back to their teams.”  
 
Solutions, Issue 406, published September 11, 2017, reported, “WRPS has 
successfully completed its second 242-A Evaporator campaign of the year, freeing a 
total of approximately 525, 000 gallons of valuable double-shell tank space. The 
work was coordinated with the Chemical Vapors Solution Team and HAMTC 
leadership to develop a comprehensive industrial hygiene strategy for the 
campaigns.  Area direct reading instrumentation readings in the general work areas 
during the campaign were well below action and occupational exposure limits. ” 
In addition, a September 11, 2017, all-employee email, Message from Mark, 
described the vapor control strategy, coordinated with the Chemical Vapor 
Solutions Team and HAMTC leadership for the 242-A Evaporator campaigns, as a 
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“comprehensive industrial hygiene control strategy for the campaigns. Area Direct-
reading instrumentation readings in the general work areas during the campaigns 
were well below action and occupational exposure limits.”   
 
On September 13, 2017, the full Chemical Vapor Solutions Team (CVST) met. Tank 
Vapor Representatives (TVR) were acknowledged by WRPS’s Operating Officer, 
Rob Gregory. Topics of discussion included mediation, the 3rd Party Review 
(Stoneturn Consultants), CTEH Toxicologists presentation on health effects of 
nitrosamines, the IH Manual and the 242-A Evaporator Campaigns 06 and 07. CPPO 
Manager, Rebecca Sams, walked through the Vapors Tab on the internal website.  
Dr. Michael Lumpkin, echoing his CPPO Notebooks of September 7 and 14, 
presented on nitrosamines.   
 

 Hanford Vapors Website Updates 
With CPPO as its primary contributor, and responding to a Department of Energy 
(DOE) critique in April, the HanfordVapors.com website significantly bolstered 
vapors communication offerings in FY2017. Appendix A catalogues the over two 
hundred website additions added this year.  
 

 Data Analysis and Visualization Tool  
An enormous accomplishment, 
instantly affording the workforce and 
the community both data and visuals, 
is the newly launched Data Access and 
Visualization (DAV) Tool.  Sub-
contracted by the CPPO, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL) built and successfully 
launched the web-based data explorer 
application.  Engaging the user by 
interactive access to historical and 
current tank vapor samples, 
monitoring results, and visual representations 
of relevant data and contextual information, the 
DAV promotes transparency. This sophisticated 
tool avails the data to the user with little 
technical background, and allows the more technically sophisticated user to drill 
down to detailed content.  The DAV tool is on the HanfordVapors.com website.  
 

KPPs 2 and 3. IH Technical Basis and IH Program 

Mr. Chris Holst, CPPO - Presents 
DAV Tool - CVST Meeting 

September, 2017 
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 Develop New or Revised Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPC)/Occupational 
Exposure Limit (OEL) 
FY2017 Summary:  WRPS completed the update of RPP-22491, Industrial Hygiene 
Chemical Technical Basis, and developed institutionalizing documents that provide 
a disciplined and rigorous process to periodically review IH data to identify new or 
changing information regarding tank vapors.  The new information is then analyzed 
in light of current scientific and regulatory information 
to determine if a new chemical of potential concern 
(COPC) should be identified. This analytical process 
determines if a regulatory Occupational Exposure Limit 
(OEL) exists for the newly identified COPC. 
Furthermore, the process determines when a new 
Hanford Tank Farm OEL (HTFOEL) should be created.  
New documents and procedures developed during 
FY2017 to maintain and institutionalize the technical 
basis include: 

• TFC-PLN-174, Chemical Vapors Technical Basis 
Plan (New) 

• TFC-ESHQ-S_IH-C-67, IH Chemical Vapor 
Technical Basis Maintenance (New) 

• TFC-ESHQ-S_IH-C-66, COPC to COC Evaluation Process (New) 
 

 Health Process Plan 
FY2017 Summary: WRPS created a new Health 
Process Plan (HPP) review process, TFC-CHARTER-71, 
WRPS Internal Review Panel and External Review Panel 
Process for Review of Health Process Plan 
Recommendations. The review process evaluates the 
HPP recommendations and evaluates the economic and 
feasibility impacts of implementation.   TFC-CHARTER-
71 provides recommendations to the Office of River 
Protection (ORP) regarding the implementation of 
proposed changes.  TFC-CHARTER-71 is the process 
WRPS is using to evaluate reports on Chronic OELs 
with Regulatory Basis.  It will be the process as well for 
the following reports from PNNL:  

• Furans OELs  
• Nitrosamines Risk Analysis 
• Acute Transient Exposure Concentrations (TECs) with Regulatory Basis 
• Acute TECs – SOP White Paper 

Key Performance 
Parameter 3  

Maintain Industrial Hygiene 
Program and institutionalize 

vapor program 
requirements, best practices 

and program parity, and 
complete necessary training 

to support full 
implementation at the 
beginning of FY 2018. 

Key Performance 
Parameter 2 

Maintain Industrial 
Hygiene Chemical Vapor 
Technical Basis and the 
chemicals of potential 

concern (COPC). 
Institutionalize a 

disciplined and rigorous 
process for updates to 
include new scientific 

findings and enhanced 
understandings of 

potential exposures. 
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• Chronic Nitrile and Dimethylpyridine 
• Acute TECs  
• Chemical Mixtures and Modeling Recommendation 
• Sampling and Analysis Recommendations 
• 2017 COPC Update 

 
 Parity Implementation with Established Programs  

FY2017 Summary: WRPS made strides in improving parity with other well 
established programs such as the radiological controls program.   
WRPS implemented the Enhanced Chemical Hazard Awareness Training (CHAT) 
developed in 2016, and completed a training evaluation report to capture 
recommendations from students on improvement.  These improvements will be 
included in the newly developed Chemical Worker Tier I, II, and II training 
developed during FY2017.   
On May 18, 2017, WRPS, CHPRC, HAMMER, and Labor held an IHT Training 
Program kickoff meeting, the goal of which is to “[d]esign, develop and implement 
an IHT fundamentals and continuing training program that will educate and 
develop independently competent and highly effective IHTs who are trusted and 
respected by the workforce.” Expected to be launched in September 2017, the 
Industrial Hygiene Fundamentals course curriculum may include: 

• Laws and Standards 
• Math unit conversions and statistics 
• Chemistry 
• Physiology, anatomy, and toxicology 
• Respiratory protection and PPE 
• Industrial hygiene documentation 
• Personal and area monitoring 
• Using an industrial hygiene database 
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 Other IH News 
Industrial Hygiene Communication Board 
Readily available updated work information is critical to evaluating the work 
environment to ensure worker safety.  WRPS rolled out a new Industrial Hygiene 
Communication Board (IHCB) in the AP Farm change trailer.  The IHCB displays a 
satellite image of the tank farms with several information layers, including vapor 
control zones, boundaries and locations of work activities.  The IHCB has a user 
interface that allows employees to view tank vapor information, Shift Office 
notifications, sample plans, and respiratory protection forms. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The Industrial Hygiene Communication Board (IHCB) in the AP Farm change trailer.  
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KPP 4. Engineering Controls 

 242-A Evaporator Stack Extension 
FY2017 Summary: Early in FY2017, it was determined 
that although the current stack heights were sufficient for 
protecting workers, a defense-in-depth evaluation to 
provide additional protection using dispersion modeling 
revealed that 242-A, AP & AW Farm Stacks were the 
largest contributors to odor events (RPP-RPT-58955, Rev. 
00, Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling of 200 East Area 
Tank Farm Stacks).   Preliminary design evaluations for 
the 242-A stack indicated that the stack height could be 
increased by about 50 ft with minimal structural 
modifications.  As a result of this evaluation, the 242-A 
stack extension design was initiated.  During the third quarter of FY2017, the 
exhaust stack extension was designed, fabricated and installed.  In May, the design 
and fabrication of the exhaust stack were completed. The design extended the 
exhaust stack from about 63 feet above grade to 111 feet above grade and included 
a lightning protection system. In early June, the old stack was removed and in late 
June, the new 242-A Evaporator vessel vent exhaust stack installation was 
completed.      

 
 
 
 
 
 

Key Performance 
Parameter 4 

Complete engineering 
control concept 

demonstrations for 
Strobic Air Tri-Stack® 

and NUCON® 
International, Inc. 

thermal combustion in 
support of unrestricted 

work boundaries. 

242-A 
Evaporator 
Stack 
Extension 
– FY2017 
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 Exhausters 
FY2017 Summary: SY Farm Exhausters:  The goal of this 
project in FY2017 was to complete the design for 
installation of the 241-SY Exhauster.  Design activities 
started in the spring, where scoping meetings identified 
an exhaustive list of approximately eighty design 
documents which needed to be prepared or revised in 
support of this effort.  WRPS completed design of the SY 
exhauster on 9/7/17.  In parallel with design activities, 
Federal Engineers and Constructors were awarded 
construction and started mobilization activities in the 
summer.  However, the site mobilization activities were 
deferred towards the end of the FY2017.  A Farm 
Exhausters: The A-Farm exhauster fabrication 
commenced in January and completed in August, with 
acceptance testing finalized in mid-September.  Efforts 
were completed to obtain engineering support design of 
the exhauster pad re-location.   The pad will be re-located 
to move it farther away from personnel working adjacent to the 242-A 
Evaporator.  The design contract for the pad relocation was awarded the week of 
August 14 and efforts were started, with the current schedule having the design 
completed by December 2017. Other accomplishments for the year included 
fabrication and receipt of the demisters, inlet assemblies, and large butterfly valves 
in September.  The main goal for FY2018 is to construct the exhauster pad, erect 
the exhausters on the pad, and remove in-tank equipment necessary to connect the 
A-farm tanks and exhausters.  AX-Farm Exhausters: As the AY-102 retrieval and AX 
ventilation projects progressed, it was decided that POR127 would not be 
connected to AY-102. Instead, the POR127 would be connected to AX ductwork. 
Installation activities for POR126 and POR127 were performed nearly in parallel. 
After the installation of both portable exhausters, Operational Acceptance Testing 
was performed, confirming that the Structures, Systems and Components provided 
or modified by the AX Ventilation Startup project will perform their intended 
functions.  Operational Readiness Checklists were developed for each portable 
exhauster to evaluate the operational readiness of people, plant, and procedures to 
safely execute startup, operations, and maintenance for the activity.  The readiness 
checklists are currently in the process of being completed.  The declaration of 
readiness to startup both exhausters is expected to be mid-October, 2017. 

242-A Stack Installation – 
June 2017 
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 Strobic Air Dilution Fan 
FY2017 Summary:  The Strobic Air 
study was completed and published 
early in FY2017 -- Tank Farm Projects 
was tasked with leading the design 
and installation of the ventilation 
upgrades for the AW Stack.   At the 
end of the second quarter, the 
statement of work (SOW) for the 
Strobic Air contract was approved, 
and in late May the subcontractor staff 
was on-site for tours and meetings 
with WRPS team members.  After 
further review, WRPS and ORP agreed 
that designing a stack extension was 
more efficient than retro-fitting the 
AW Stack to accommodate the Strobic 
Air Dilution Fan.  Details of the AW-stack 
extension are discussed in this report.  Concurrent with the moving forward with 
the stack extension, it was also decided Strobic would perform a (FAT) in FY2018 
to evaluate the capabilities of a mobile, skid-mounted unit to support future 
Hanford activities; a procurement specification and an SOW was initiated for this 
activity.  The specification and SOW were approved late in FY2017, with the 
contract is anticipated to be awarded in FY2018.   

 
 
 

 NUCON Thermal Oxidation Proof-of-Concept  
FY2017 Summary:  An investigation into abatement technologies began in earnest 
in the first quarter of FY2017 and included the NUCON International Thermal 
Oxidation System.  NUCON developed a novel thermal oxidation process that is 
based on the internal combustion engine.  Tank vapors are pulled into the engine 
via the induction system and combusted in the engine cylinders. The tank vapors 
are destroyed in the combustion process.  The investigation was completed and 
published early in FY2017 -- the chief technology office (CTO) would provide 
support to resolve technology maturation as needed.  The CTO was tasked with 
witnessing the proof-of-concept tests and making recommendations for conducting 
a pilot scale test on the Hanford site in FY2018.  The proof-of-concept test was 
completed in early May and successfully demonstrated the destruction or removal 
of greater than 95% of the chemical vapors fed to the system.  Uncertainties in the 
results led to a recommendation that the proof-of-principle tests be repeated later 

NUCON Lab System that Generates Vapors  
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in 2017 in Richland, Washington, as part of the bench-scale test, where a more 
thorough and controlled test could be performed to ultimately advise a decision on 
a potential full-scale technology demonstration.  Since this decision was made in 
the summer, contracts were awarded to TerraGraphics, PNNL and NUCON to 
develop the test reports and work plans for performing the bench-scale tests in 
Richland. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KPP 5. Administrative Controls and Monitoring 
WRPS, in coordination with ORP S&H, developed a white 
paper defining the unrestricted work boundary related to 
tank vapor management. The white paper offers a technical 
basis for establishing and controlling vapor control zones, 
ALARA zone, the unrestricted work boundary, and general 
worker areas.  The definition developed provides a basis for 
visible and definitive boundaries and, through coordinated 
evaluation of IH technical data and modeling, will provide a 
strong basis for establishing control strategies using IH 
hierarchy of controls that protect these boundaries. 

Key Performance 
Parameter 5 

Define unrestricted 
work boundaries and 
implement monitoring 

on active stack 
ventilation and 

unrestricted work 
boundaries in the A 

farms to provide 
defense-in-depth. 

Open 
path 

Fourier 
transform 
infrared 

spectrosc
opy (OP-

FTIR) 
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 Permanent Installation of VMDS Equipment in A and AP Farms  
FY2017 Summary: Phase II pilot-scale testing of the VMDS, which focused on 
gathering additional full scale field data to determine the viability of the individual 
VMDS components, was started early in FY2017.  These tests were performed with 
equipment staged at the A and AP-Farms.   In concert with testing and equipment 
evaluation, an industry standard process was conducted to aid in designing and 
implementing the VMDS to provide atmospheric monitoring of chemical vapors at 
tank farms with early notification to mitigate safety & health impacts associated 
with potential worker exposure to chemicals of potential concern (COPC).   Based 
on early test results, WRPS determined the preliminary viability of the VMDS 
equipment and initiated an equipment removal strategy based on the three 
categories below: 

• Non-viable for the final VMDS (Remove from A and AP-Farms) 
 RAE Units 
  SKC Haz-Scanner 
  Gastronics Fixed Instrument Skid (nitrous oxide sensor) 

• Viable for the final VMDS with additional engineering modifications 
(Remove from A and AP-Farms) 

 Autosamplers 
  Lufft Meteorological Station 
  Gastronics Fixed Instrument Skid (ammonia and volatile organic 

compound sensors) 
• Viable for the final VMDS (Leave in A and AP-Farms) 

 Open path Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (OP-FTIR) 
 Ultra-Violet-Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer (UV-

DOAS) 
 Ultraviolet Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (UV-FTIR) 
 Coastal Meteorological Station 

 
The results of phase II pilot-scale testing will be captured in the Test Vapor 
Monitoring and Detection System Pilot-Scale Phase II Report (FY2017), to be released 
in FY2018.   
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In addition to Phase II field accomplishments, numerous other activities were 
performed in support of this effort: 

• Tours were held throughout the fiscal year with interested parties wanting 
to learning more about the VMDS.   

• Weekly reports were prepared summarizing and analyzing data obtained 
from the VMDS, with the reports being published on the 
HanfordVapors.com 

• Updates on current VMDS activities were captured in site-wide 
presentations released by the CPPO organization.    

• Procurement of thirteen fence-line UV-DOAS units was completed. 
• Test procedures were approved to continue testing of viable equipment left 

in the field (coastal meteorological station, UV-FTIR, OP-FTIR and UV-DOAS). 
• A schedule was released for turnover of the UV-FTIR stack monitor at AP-

Farm. The schedule outlined the details needed to turn over the equipment 
to operations, which is currently expected to be completed in early 2018.    

 
 
 
 

 Stack and Boundary Monitors  
FY2017 Summary: In FY2017, efforts 
focused on preparing design packages for 
the AW, AN, and 702AZ exhausters by the 
end of September.   The design team 
consisted of members from both off-site 
(Cerex) and on-site organizations.   The 
decision was made to design the AW 
Exhauster for a UV-FTIR unit, and the AN 
and AZ Exhausters for a UV-DOAS unit.  
The preliminary designs were completed in 
late August and early September.  The final 
design packages were successfully 
completed late September.  The units are 
scheduled for installation by the end of 
FY2018. 
 

 
 
 

Ultra-Violet-Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer 
(UV-DOAS) 
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 Establishing Safe Unrestricted Boundaries 
FY2017 Summary:  Two significant efforts supporting IH modeling were 
accomplished during FY2017.  First, PNNL-25654, Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling 
Tools for Hanford Tank Farms Applications, Rev. 1 was published, providing an 
evaluation of modeling software applicable to tank farm applications.  This report 
provided recommendations of individual models ranked based on their 
applicability to specific tank farm needs (i.e., vapor control zone establishment, 
stack height evaluation, etc.). 
 
As part of these efforts, PNNL also modified Air Pollutant Graphical Environmental 
Monitoring System (APGEMS), a model currently used by the Hanford Emergency 
Operations Response Center to model spills and releases.  In the 3rd quarter, a sub-
contract was awarded to PNNL to upgrade APGEMS to model wind field resolution 
for tank farm applications and to model plumes from multiple sources 
simultaneously. This revision allows evaluation of multiple vapor sources utilizing 
tank farm specific information, and provides a useful tool for evaluating potential 
vapor impacts for work planning.  It is also an investigative tool for AOP-015 
evaluations. 

 
 Public Address System 

FY2017 Summary:  The goal of this project was to install the public address (PA) 
systems at A, AX, AY, AZ, AN, and AW-Farms by the end of FY2017.  This was a 
collaborative effort by Mission Support Alliance, ARES, SAFER systems, and 
Hanford personnel.   Propagation studies, performed in early FY2017, confirmed 
that the new PA system would be applicable for tank farm operations.  The project 
team received feedback from on-site personnel to help finalize the location of 
speakers and reader boards needed to support the PA system.   Both design and 
installation activities were initiated during the third quarter of FY2017.  
Excavation, conduit burials, sonotube installations and concrete pours were 
performed throughout the summers.  In parallel with these activities, the factory 
acceptance test of the PA equipment was performed with successful results.   Pole 
and speaker installations were started in August and completed in early 
September, while functional testing was successfully completed in late September.  
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KPP 6. Tank Operations Stewardship 
 Pilot SST Stewardship Program 

FY2017 Summary:  The purpose of the single-shell 
tank (SST) Stewardship Program is to identify and 
evaluate procedures requiring entry into SSTs and 
determine whether those requirements can be 
eliminated or reduced.  In support of this objective, the 
goals for FY2017 were to begin developing the 
following: 1) A plan for implementing feasible 
recommendations from the FY2015 LEAN event 
focused on reducing tank entries; 2) Design, procure, 
and install remote monitoring equipment for TY Farm 
and design remote monitoring equipment for a second 
SST; and 3) A report on work location evaluations. Each of these activities is 
discussed further.  
 
Remote Monitoring Equipment:  A walkdown of TY Farm was performed in June 
to define the preliminary work scope for this activity. The final schedule for the 
design, procurement, and installation of TY Farm automation activities was 
completed in September and introduced at the draft CVAP Field Execution Schedule 
(FES) meeting. The schedule currently has design being completed in November 
2017, with final installation occurring in January 2018.      
 
FY2015 LEAN Event/Work Location Evaluations:  The decision was made to 
address these activities concurrently as they are related activities.  In early 
summer, efforts were initiated with procurement to obtain engineering services 
needed for developing a Project Execution Plan (PEP).  The purpose of the PEP is to 
document the scope and schedule for implementing feasible recommendations 
from the FY15 LEAN Event and optimizing work location evaluations.  A contract is 
expected to be awarded and work started on the PEP by early FY2018.   

Key Performance 
Parameter 6 

Institutionalize a tank 
operations stewardship 
program that minimizes 

required tank farm 
personnel entries; and 

establishes parameters for 
locating ancillary personnel 

and offices. 
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KPP 7. Hierarchy of Controls 
 Cartridge Testing and SCBA Alternatives 

FY2017 Summary:  As of August 10, 
2017, cartridge testing has been 
conducted at nine different, 
specifically selected Double-Shell and 
Single-Shell Tank locations.  Eight of 
the tests were conducted under static 
conditions, and one test was conducted 
during waste disturbing activities.  The 
Third Party has reviewed PNNL’s reports on 
the tanks, and has been very complementary of the 
testing methodologies. The Third Party stated in its 
August 9th close out briefing that full-face air purifying 
respirators (FFAPR) fitted with Scott 7422-SC1 (Chemical – 
multipurpose) or the Scott 7422-SD1 (Chemical – 
multipurpose/P100) would provide adequate protection for Seg1 work activities in 
the following approved locations:  

• AP Farm  
• SY-102  
• A-101  
• 702–AZ  
• AN Farm  
• AW F 
 
Since the out briefing with the 
Third Party, WRPS and HAMTC 
are working to complete FFAPR 
implementation at AP farm. WRPS 
and HAMTC has also began 
working on the implementation of 
FFAPRs at SY-102, A-101 702-AZ, 
AN, and AW Farms. WRPS will still 
allow workers to wear SCBAs in these locations. It is important to note, the 
Third Party did not recommend the use of FFAPRs for BY 108 and AX-101.  The 
Third Party reviews of the cartridge testing reports and subsequent comment 
resolution took much longer than anticipated. This has delayed the transition 
from SCBA to APR for some work activities in the ventilated farms. A new 
FFAPR implementation date is likely to be announced in the first quarter of 
FY2018 

SY-102 cartridge testing.  
FY2017 
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PNNL has developed a summary report for the first eight cartridge tests 
conducted, a draft of which, has been sent to WRPS management for comment 
and review. A new cartridge test apparatus (jig) was built in the third quarter. It 
was used for cartridge testing at AX farm in late August. The new jig is capable 
of testing cartridges from manufacturers other than Scott. It can also test PAPR 
cartridges.  Thus, testing at AX Farm was conducted on Scott APR cartridges, 
MSA TL, and 3M Breath easy PAPR Cartridges.  

 
 Mobile Laboratory 

FY2017 Summary:  The R J Lee Mobile Laboratory’s goals 
for FY2017, all of them completed successfully, were to 
collect background samples at both on-site and off-site 
locations, collect samples during waste retrieval activities, 
and prepare a report summarizing monitoring results.    

• The on-site background samples that R J Lee 
collected included: 

 Intensive sampling around the AP Farm 
stack during the 242-A evaporator 
campaigns  

 A-103 passive breather filter, AN-101 to AN-106 tank transfer 
 Generators around the 200 East Area 

• Off-site background samples that R J Lee collected included:  
 Both the general Pasco and Richland areas (the lab 

instrumentation was sensitive enough to pick up exhaust from 
vehicles that drive by while it was monitoring)   

 Waste retrieval sampling included monitoring during the AY-
102 retrieval over the winter and the C-105 retrieval over the 
summer 

 
One of the more comprehensive sampling campaigns in FY2017 involved 
background sampling for furans and nitrosamines over the summer at both on-site 
and off-site locations.   The background analysis was performed to better 
understand what the normal background for furan and nitrosamines are across the 
central Washington plateau, and how the Hanford tank farms impact these normal 
background levels. The scope included a 6 week study encompassing 10 locations 
with repeated visits to each location throughout the test period. Sampling was done 
for 24 hours. 
 
Background sampling was performed at sites 1A, 2A, 3A, 2B, 3B, 4B and 5B. Site 1A 
represented a remote location positioned at what is historically upwind of 200W 
and 200E for the months of July and August. Sites 2A and 2B are locations in 200W 

Key Performance 
Parameter 7 

Provide options to promote 
the hierarchy of controls for 
chemical vapor respiratory 
protection beyond current 

use self-contained 
breathing apparatus. 
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at both the SY and T-Farms. Sites 3A and 3B are located in 200E, near the corner of 
4th and Buffalo and on the north side of BY Farm. Site 4B was located 
approximately ½ mile east of the Waste Treatment Plant. Site 5B was located in 
Kennewick to evaluate background levels in residential and more urban areas.   
 
In addition to monitoring accomplishments, numerous other activities were 
performed in support of this effort, including: 

• Tours of the RJ mobile lab for both off-site and on-site personnel were 
conducted throughout the year. 

• The Mobile Lab installed a Picarro G2103 Analyzer to detect ammonia (NH3) 
in the environment. The unit can perform continuous, real-time 
measurements without interference, and the sensitivity is parts-per-billion.   
The unit was able to detect plumes at feed lots while driving around the 
neighboring communities. 

• Reference gas measurements were conducted for sixty-five compounds in an 
effort to compare measured values with calculated values.       

           
The results of mobile lab testing are captured in the publication, Fiscal Year 2017 
Mobile Laboratory Vapor Monitoring at the Hanford Site: Monitoring during Waste 
Disturbing Activities and Background Study.           

 
 Personal Vapor Monitor 

FY2017 Summary: C2Sense, at the request and funding of DOE, is developing a 
personal ammonia sensor.  The 
goal for FY2017 was to begin 
developing a prototype 
personal vapor monitor that 
could be worn by tank farm 
workers. A kickoff meeting was 
held in late April to initiate 
activities.  The prototype 
testing was completed soon 
thereafter with positive 
results. The device’s limit-of-
detection was observed to be 
significantly lower than the 
tank farms occupational 
exposure limits. Testing 
showed that the sensor 
became saturated after 
repeated exposures to high 

Prototype of the Personal Ammonia Monitoring System 
Developed by C2Sense 
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concentrations of ammonia, which provided C2Sense with valuable information or 
improving the prototype. The circuit boards for the device have been assembled 
and successfully demonstrated real-time monitoring using an Android application;  
Over the summer, testing focused on the monitor’s enclosure unit, as light 
transmission tests proved that the light emitting diodes could be seen through the 
thinned out areas of the enclosures. The buttons and switches on the enclosures 
were successfully tested. The enclosure was then enlarged to accommodate the 
larger printed circuit board (PCB) needed to house the sensing electronics.  Later in 
the summer, C2Sense made a change to the planned architecture of the Personal 
Ammonia Monitoring system. The reader will now communicate via Wi-Fi rather 
than Bluetooth LE, strategically simplifying things in the future as the technology 
matures and is deployed.  Towards the end of FY2017, an initial integration test 
was completed.  The integrated test included the 3D printed housing, Raspberry 
Pi3, custom PCB assembly, and sensor chip/cartridge. Preliminary testing looks 
positive with only some minor modifications to the housing required.   Heading into 
FY2018, the device will be further developed via testing at both on-site and off-site 
locations in the Hanford area.  

 
 

KPP 8. Medical Support 
The scope of KPP-8 is to support RL medical program enhancements in conjunction 
with other Hanford Site organizations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key Performance Parameter 8 
Support medical program 

enhancements in conjunction with 
responsible Hanford Site organizations 

and establish update to WRPS 
process/procedures. 
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Chemical Protection Program Office  
Engagement: Communications – FY2017 

Hanford Vapors Website FY 2017 Updates Annual Summary 
Non-Personal Headspace/Source Sampling Data Pre-2008 (review April 27, 2017) 
A Farm Headspace AY Farm Headspace  C Farm Headspace T Farm Headspace 
A Farm Source AZ Farm Headspace C Farm Source  T Farm Source 
AN Farm Headspace B Farm Headspace S Farm Headspace TX Farm Headspace 
AN Farm Source BX Farm Headspace  S Farm Source  TX Farm Source 
AP Farm Headspace BX Farm Source SY Farm Headspace TY Farm Headspace 
AP Farm Source BY Farm Headspace SY Farm Source TY Farm Source 
AW Farm Headspace BY Farm Source  U Farm Headspace 
AW Farm Source   U Farm Source 
AX Farm Headspace    
AX Farm Source    
    
Non-Personal Headspace/Source Sampling Data 2008 to 2017 
A Farm Headspace AY Farm Source C Farm Headspace T Farm Headspace 
A Farm Source AZ Farm Source C  Farm Source T Farm Source 
AN Farm Source B Farm Source  S Farm Source TX Farm Headspace 
AP Farm Source BX Farm Headspace SX Farm Headspace TX Farm Source 
AW Farm Source BX Farm Source SX Farm Source TY Farm Source 
AX Farm Headspace BY Farm Headspace SY Farm Headspace U Farm Source 
AX Farm Source BY Farm Source SY Farm Source  
    
Percent of OEL Pre-2008 
A Farm percent OEL AN Farm percent OEL C Farm percent OEL S Farm percent OEL 
AP Farm percent OEL AW Farm percent OEL SX Farm percent OEL SY Farm percent OEL 
AX Farm percent OEL AY Farm percent OEL T Farm percent OEL TX Farm percent OEL 
AZ Farm percent OEL B Farm percent OEL TY Farm percent OEL U Farm percent OEL 
BX Farm percent OEL BY Farm percent OEL   
    
Percent of OEL 2008 – 2017 
A Farm percent OEL AN Farm percent OEL AP Farm percent OEL S Farm percent OEL 
AW Farm percent OEL AX Farm percent OEL AY Farm percent OEL T Farm percent OEL 
AZ Farm percent OEL 702-AZ percent OEL B Farm percent OEL U Farm percent OEL 
BX Farm percent OEL BY Farm percent OEL C Farm percent OEL BY Farm percent OEL 
C Farm percent OEL SY Farm percent OEL TX Farm percent OEL SX Farm percent OEL 
    
VMDS Pilot-Scale Testing Data 
DRI Weekly Report November 30, 2016 -  December 7, 2016  
DRI Weekly Report December 7, 2016 -  December 14, 2016  
DRI Weekly Report December 14, 2016 -  December 21, 2016  
DRI Weekly Report December 21, 2016 -  December 28, 2016  
DRI Weekly Report December 28, 2016 -  January 4, 2017  
DRI Weekly Report January 4, 2017 -  January 11, 2017  

https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/a_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ay_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/c_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/t_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/a_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/az_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/c_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/t_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/an_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/b_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/s_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/tx_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/an_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/bx_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/s_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/tx_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/a_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/bx_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sy_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ty_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ap_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/by_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sy_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ty_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/aw_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/by_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/u_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/aw_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/u_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ax_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ax_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/a_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ay_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/c_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/t_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/a_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/az_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/c_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/t_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/an_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/b_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/s_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/tx_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ap_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/bx_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sx_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/tx_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/aw_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/bx_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sx_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/ty_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ax_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/by_farm_headspace.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sy_farm_headspace-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/u_farm_source.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/ax_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/by_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/sy_farm_source-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_a_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_an_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_c_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_s_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ap_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_aw_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_sx_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_s_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ax_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ay_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_t_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_tx_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_az_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_b_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ty_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_u_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_bx_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_by_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_a_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_an_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ap_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_s_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_aw_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ax_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_ay_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_t_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_az_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_702az_farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_b_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_u_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_bx_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_by_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_c_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_by_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_c_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_sy_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_tx_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/percent_oel_nonpersonal_sx_farm-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-11-30-16-through-12-07-16.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-12-07-16-through-12-14-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-12-14-16-through-12-21-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-12-21-16-through-12-28-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-12-28-16-through-01-04-17-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-01-04-17-through-01-11-17-R4.pdf


Chemical Protection Program Office  
Engagement: Communications – FY2017 

Hanford Vapors Website FY 2017 Updates Annual Summary (continued) 

VMDS Pilot-Scale Testing Data continued… 
DRI Weekly Report January 11, 2017 -  January 18, 2017  
UV-DOAS Weekly  November 30, 2016 -  December 7, 2016  
UV-DOAS Weekly  December 7, 2016 -  December 14, 2016  
UV-DOAS Weekly  December 14, 2016 -  December 21, 2016  
UV-DOAS Weekly  December 21, 2016 -  December 28, 2016  
UV-DOAS Weekly  December 28, 2016 -  January 4, 2017  
UV-DOAS Weekly  January 4, 2017 -  January 11, 2017  
UV-DOAS Weekly  January 11, 2017 -  January 18, 2017  
OP-FTIR Weekly December 14, 2016 -  December 21, 2016  
OP-FTIR Weekly December 28, 2016 -  January 4, 2017  
OP-FTIR Weekly January 4, 2017 -  January 11, 2017  
OP-FTIR Weekly January 11, 2017 -  January 18, 2017  
VMDS Weekly Report March 8, 2017 -  March 15, 2017  
    
RJ Lee Mobile Lab Weekly Reports 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 1.1 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 1.2 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 1.3 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 1.4 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 1.5 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 2.1 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 3.1 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 3.2 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 3.3 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 3.4 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 4.1 Mobile Lab Weekly Report 4.2 
Mobile Lab Weekly Report 4.3   
    
AOP-015 Table Summary Data Reports 
June 10, 2016 702-AZ July 12, 2016 AP 
August 3, 2016 AY November 30, 2016 AX 
December 1, 2016 2715-AW January 25, 2017 AP 
January 26, 2017 702-AZ   
    
AOP-015 Event Summary Reports 
EIR-2017-01 EIR-2016-06  EIR-2015-13 EIR-2014-10 
EIR-2017-02 EIR-2016-09 EIR-2015-14 EIR-2014-11 
 EIR-2016-10 EIR-2015-18 EIR-2014-17 
 EIR-2016-11  EIR-2015-24  EIR-2014-18  
 EIR-2016-15 EIR-2015-30 EIR-2014-20 
 EIR-2016-17 EIR-2015-33 EIR-2014-24 
 EIR-2016-19 EIR-2015-35 EIR-2014-25 
 EIR-2016-20 EIR-2015-46 EIR-2014-26 
 EIR-2016-21  EIR-2014-29 
 EIR-2016-22  EIR-2014-30 
 EIR-2016-23  EIR-2014-33 
 EIR-2016-24   EIR-2014-37  

https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Direct-Reading-Instrumentation-Weekly-Report-01-11-17-through-01-18-17-R2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-12-07-16-through-12-14-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-12-07-16-through-12-14-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-12-14-16-through-12-21-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-12-28-16-through-01-04-17-R0-draft_jab.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-01-04-17-through-01-11-17-R2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/UV-DOAS-Weekly-Report-01-11-17-through-01-18-17-R2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/OP-FTIR-Weekly-Report-12-14-16-through-12-21-16-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/OP-FTIR-Weekly-Report-12-28-16-through-01-04-17-R0-draft_jab.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/OP-FTIR-Weekly-Report-01-04-17-through-01-11-17-R2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/OP-FTIR-Weekly-Report-01-11-17-through-01-18-17-R3.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/VMDS-Weekly-Report-03-08-17-through-03-15-17-R0.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-1.1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-1.2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-1.3.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-1.4.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-1.5.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-2.1-Rev1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-3.1-Rev-01.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-3.2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-3.3.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-3.4.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-4.1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-4.2.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/RJ-Lee-61485-Final-Weekly-Report-4.3.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-6.10.2016.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-7-12-2016.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-8.3.2016.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-11.30.16.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-12.1.2016.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-1-25-2017.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/AOP-DRI-1.26.2017.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2017-001-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-006_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-013_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-010_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2017-002-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-009_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-014_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-011_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-010_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-018_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-017_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-011-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-024_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-018__Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-015_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-030_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-020_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-017_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-033_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-024_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-019_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-035_Redacted-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-025_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-020_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2015-046_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-026_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-021_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-029-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/EIR-2016-022_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-030-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-023_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-033-Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-024_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-037_Redacted.pdf


Chemical Protection Program Office  
Engagement: Communications – FY2017 

Hanford Vapors Website FY 2017 Updates Annual Summary (continued) 

AOP-015 Event Summary Reports continued… 
 EIR-2016-25  EIR-2014-46 
 EIR-2016-28   
 EIR-2016-34   
 EIR-2016-39   
 EIR-2016-54   
    
Vapors Weekly Update for FY2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. October 5, 2016 Vapors Weekly Updt.  October 13. 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt.  October 20, 2016 Vapors Weekly Updt. October 27, 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt. November 3, 2016 Vapors Weekly Updt. November 10, 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt. November 30, 2016 Vapors Weekly Updt. December 1, 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt. December 21, 2016 Vapors Weekly Updt. December 7, 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt. January 31, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. December 29, 2016 
Vapors Weekly Updt. March 2, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. February 23, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt March 30, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt.  March 16, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. March 30, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. March 30, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt.  April 13, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt April 6, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. April 27, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt April 20, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. May 11, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. May 4, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. May 25, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. May 18, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. June 8, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. June 1, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. June 13, 2017 (2) Vapors Weekly Updt. June 13, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. June 15, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. June 13, 2017 (3) 
Vapors Weekly Updt. July 12, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. June 26, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt.  July 20, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. August 2, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. August 10, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. August 17, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. August 24, 2017 Vapors Weekly Updt. August 31, 2017 
Vapors Weekly Updt. September 21, 2017   
    
Other HandfordVapors.com Updates 
WRPS expands web-
based tools on 
chemical vapors 
 – October 2016 
 

Updated data on WMDS pilot-scale 
testing 
 – October 2016 
 

Clarification on today’s 
court decision 
-November 2016 

OIG special report on 
chemical vapors now 
available 
-November 2016 
 

Court ruling on 
preliminary injunction 
-November 2016 
 

AOP-015 Interactive Map Through 
May 2016 
-November 2016 

Odors reported at AX 
change tent                        
– November 2016  

Third Party Qualified 
Independent Review 
team report                 
-January 2017 

 

https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-025_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2014-046_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-028_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-034_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-039_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/EIR-2016-054_Redacted.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Weekly-Vapors-Update-10-5-16.pdf
http://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Vapors-Weekly-Update-10-13-16.pdf
http://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Vapors-Update_10-20_d-1-002.pdf
http://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Vapors-Weekly-Update-10-27-16.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-november-3/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-november-10/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-ax-change-tent-november-30/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-december-1/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-december-21/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-december-7/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-january-31/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-december-29/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-march-2/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-february-23/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-march-30/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-march-16/
https://hanfordvapors.com/update-odors-reported-near-sx-farm-33017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-near-hanfords-sx-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-april-13/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-april-27-2017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-april-20-2017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-april-20-2017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-may-11/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-may-4-2017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-may-25/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-may-18/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-june-8/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-june-1/
https://hanfordvapors.com/update-odors-reported-outside-hanfords-farm-61317/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-outside-farm-61317/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-june-15/
https://hanfordvapors.com/2nd-update-odors-reported-outside-hanfords-tank-farm-61317/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-july-12/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-june-26/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-july-20/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-aug-2/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-aug-10/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-aug-17/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-aug-24/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-aug-31/
https://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-sept-21/
http://hanfordvapors.com/wrps-expands-web-based-tools-on-chemical-vapors/
http://hanfordvapors.com/wrps-expands-web-based-tools-on-chemical-vapors/
http://hanfordvapors.com/wrps-expands-web-based-tools-on-chemical-vapors/
http://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vmds-pilot-scale-testing/
http://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vmds-pilot-scale-testing/
http://hanfordvapors.com/clarification-todays-court-decision/
http://hanfordvapors.com/clarification-todays-court-decision/
http://hanfordvapors.com/oig-special-report-on-chemical-vapors-now-available/
http://hanfordvapors.com/oig-special-report-on-chemical-vapors-now-available/
http://hanfordvapors.com/oig-special-report-on-chemical-vapors-now-available/
http://hanfordvapors.com/court-ruling-on-preliminary-injunction/
http://hanfordvapors.com/court-ruling-on-preliminary-injunction/
https://hanfordvapors.com/research/data-and-sampling-results/aop-015-interactive-map/
https://hanfordvapors.com/research/data-and-sampling-results/aop-015-interactive-map/
https://hanfordvapors.com/research/data-and-sampling-results/aop-015-interactive-map/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/STC-Respirator-Cartridge-Testing-Assessment-Report-No-1_V-6.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/STC-Respirator-Cartridge-Testing-Assessment-Report-No-1_V-6.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/STC-Respirator-Cartridge-Testing-Assessment-Report-No-1_V-6.pdf
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AY-102 Retrieval          
- December 2016 

   

    

Hanford Vapors Website FY 2017 Updates Annual Summary (continued) 
Other HandfordVapors.com Updates continued… 
Odors reported east 
of Hanford’s AP Tank 
Farm                               
-January 2017 
 
 

Odors reported outside of 
Hanford’s AZ Tank Farm                                       
-January 2017 
 

Workers’ Compensation 
101                                        
- January 2017 
 

NIOSH report on tank 
vapors now available- 
December 2016 
Preliminary Report on 
Cartridge Filter 
Testing                          
-December 2016 FY 2017 Chemical 

Vapor Communicatio     C&PR 
Quarterly Report #1  
 

 

Quarterly Report #2

C&PR Quarterly 
Report #2  
 
 

C&PR Quarterly 
Summary C&PR 

Quarterly Report #3 

Response to DOE 
Office of Inspector 
General                           
-December 2016 

Proposed technologies for 
addressing chemical vapors                        
-December 2016 

The Office of Enterprise 
Assessment issues 
progress report and 
recommendations 
- January 2017 

Workflow Diagram 
for L&I Compensation 
- January 2017 

On the Vapors 
Sources page, a link to 
the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) 
website providing 
general information 
about environmental 
odors 
-February 2017 
 

On the 
Individual 
Sensitivity page, 
a link to a CDC 
discussion of 
potential health 
effects caused 
by 
environmental 
odors 
-February 2017 

Event 
notification 
system tested at 
tank farms 
-February 2017  
 

A new section was added 
under Reference 
Materials to house the 
various Independent 
Assessments conducted 
on behalf of WRPS. 
Specifically, sections 
summarizing the TVAT 
and NIOSH review of tank 
farms worker safety and 
health programs were 
posted. Additional 
summaries will be 
developed for the OIG 
and EA-32 reports and 
posted in the near future. 
-February 2017 
 

Third-party review of 
APR use in AP Farm 
for low-hazard tasks 
-March 2017  
 

UPDATE: Odors 
reported near SX Farm 
– 3/30/17 
-March 2017 

PNNL report on 
cartridge testing 
in AP Farm 
- March 2017 
 

Stoneturn 
preliminary 
PowerPoint 
Presentation  

-August 2017 

 

https://hanfordvapors.com/hanford-vapors/vapors-sources/retrievals/ay-102-retrieval/
https://hanfordvapors.com/hanford-vapors/vapors-sources/retrievals/ay-102-retrieval/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-east-hanfords-ap-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-east-hanfords-ap-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-east-hanfords-ap-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-outside-hanfords-az-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-outside-hanfords-az-tank-farm/
http://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/FY_2017_WRPS_-_Workers_Compensation_101-jw1.pdf
http://www.hanford.gov/files.cfm/FY_2017_WRPS_-_Workers_Compensation_101-jw1.pdf
http://hanfordvapors.com/niosh-report-on-tank-vapors-now-available/
http://hanfordvapors.com/niosh-report-on-tank-vapors-now-available/
https://hanfordvapors.com/preliminary-report-on-cartridge-filter-testing/
https://hanfordvapors.com/preliminary-report-on-cartridge-filter-testing/
https://hanfordvapors.com/preliminary-report-on-cartridge-filter-testing/
https://hanfordvapors.com/preliminary-report-on-cartridge-filter-testing/
http://hanfordvapors.com/response-doe-office-inspector-general/
http://hanfordvapors.com/response-doe-office-inspector-general/
http://hanfordvapors.com/response-doe-office-inspector-general/
http://hanfordvapors.com/proposed-technologies-addressing-chemical-vapors/
http://hanfordvapors.com/proposed-technologies-addressing-chemical-vapors/
http://hanfordvapors.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=08f5e2785069b31bc637be992&id=f3e7256550&e=a97aa745a3
http://hanfordvapors.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=08f5e2785069b31bc637be992&id=f3e7256550&e=a97aa745a3
http://hanfordvapors.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=08f5e2785069b31bc637be992&id=f3e7256550&e=a97aa745a3
http://hanfordvapors.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=08f5e2785069b31bc637be992&id=f3e7256550&e=a97aa745a3
http://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/CompensationFlow
http://www.hanford.gov/page.cfm/CompensationFlow
https://hanfordvapors.com/odors-reported-east-hanfords-ap-tank-farm/
https://hanfordvapors.com/hanford-vapors/vapors-sources/
https://hanfordvapors.com/hanford-vapors/vapors-sources/
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/general_info.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/general_info.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/general_info.html
https://hanfordvapors.com/respond/individual-sensitivity/
https://hanfordvapors.com/respond/individual-sensitivity/
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/odors/faqs.html
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vapor-monitoring-detection-system-technologies/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vapor-monitoring-detection-system-technologies/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vapor-monitoring-detection-system-technologies/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vapor-monitoring-detection-system-technologies/
https://hanfordvapors.com/reference-materials/
https://hanfordvapors.com/reference-materials/
https://hanfordvapors.com/reference-materials/independent-assessments/
https://hanfordvapors.com/reference-materials/independent-assessments/
https://hanfordvapors.com/protect-workers/tank-vapors-assessment-team/
https://hanfordvapors.com/reference-materials/independent-assessments/niosh/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/STC-Report-No-2-_-APR-Use-in-AP-10-Tank-Farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/STC-Report-No-2-_-APR-Use-in-AP-10-Tank-Farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/STC-Report-No-2-_-APR-Use-in-AP-10-Tank-Farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/update-odors-reported-near-sx-farm-33017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/update-odors-reported-near-sx-farm-33017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/update-odors-reported-near-sx-farm-33017/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PNNL-25860-Analysis-of-Respirator-Cartridge-Performance-Testing-on-a-Hanford-AP-Tank-Farm-Primary-Exhauster-Slipstream.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PNNL-25860-Analysis-of-Respirator-Cartridge-Performance-Testing-on-a-Hanford-AP-Tank-Farm-Primary-Exhauster-Slipstream.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PNNL-25860-Analysis-of-Respirator-Cartridge-Performance-Testing-on-a-Hanford-AP-Tank-Farm-Primary-Exhauster-Slipstream.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/STC_Presentation_Richland_08-9-17_FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/STC_Presentation_Richland_08-9-17_FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/STC_Presentation_Richland_08-9-17_FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/STC_Presentation_Richland_08-9-17_FINAL.pdf


Chemical Protection Program Office  
Engagement: Communications – FY2017 

Hanford Vapors Website FY 2017 Updates Annual Summary (continued) 

    
Chemical Vapors Solution Team Agendas and Meeting Minutes 

Agenda January 11, 2017 Meeting Minutes  January 11, 2017  
Agenda January 25, 2017 Meeting Minutes January 25, 2017 
Agenda February 22, 2017 Meeting Minutes February 22, 2017 
Agenda March 8, 2017 Meeting Minutes March 8, 2017 
Agenda March 22, 2017 Meeting Minutes March 22, 2017 
Agenda  April 12, 2017 Meeting Minutes April 12, 2017 
Agenda May 24, 2017 Meeting Minutes  May 24, 2017 
Agenda June 14, 2017 Meeting Minutes June 28, 2017 
Agenda June 28, 2017 Meeting Minutes July 12, 2017 
Agenda July 12, 2017 Meeting Minutes July 26, 2017 
Agenda July 26, 2017 Meeting Minutes September 13, 2017 
Agenda August 23, 2017   
Agenda September 13, 2017   
The CVST Charter    
    
CPPO Weekly Reports 
October 20, 2016 October 27, 2016 November 1, 2016 November 10, 2016 
November 17, 2016 December 1, 2016 December 8, 2016 December 15,22, 2016 
January 5, 2017 January 26, 2017 February 2, 2017 February 16, 2017 
February 9, 2016 February 23, 2017 March 2, 2017 March 9, 2017 
March 16, 2017 March 23, 2017 March 30, 2017 April 13, 2017 (Q1, 

Q2)  
April 20, 2017 April 27, 2017 May 4, 2017 May 11, 2017 
May 18, 2017 May 25, 2017 June 1, 2017 June 8, 2017 
June 15, 2017 June 22, 2017 July 6 & 3Rd Quarter 

Summary 
July 13, 2017 

July 20, 2017 July 27, 2017 August 3, 2017 August 9, 2017 
August 17, 2017 August 24, 2017 August 31, 2017 September 7, 2017 
September 21, 2017 September 14, 2017   
    

 

https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-01-11-17-FINAL-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-01-11-17.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-01-25-17-Final-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-01-25-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-02-22-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-02-22-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-03-08-17.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-03-08-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-03-22-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-03-22-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CVST-Agenda-04-12-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-04-12-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Agenda-05-24-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-05-24-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/CVST-Agenda-06-14-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-06-28-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/CVST-Agenda-06-28-17-Draft-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-07-12-17-DRAFT-RV1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Agenda-07-12-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-07-26-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Agenda-07-26-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/CVST-Meeting-Minutes-09-13-17-DRAFT-RV.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CVST-Agenda-08-23-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/CVST-Agenda-09-13-17-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/CTEH-Technical-Basis-and-Industrial-Hygiene-Implementation-Evaluation-Summary-03152017.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20161020-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20161027-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20161101-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20161110-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20161117-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20161201-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20161208-CPPO-Weekly-Report_FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/respond/employee-resources/chemical-protection-program-office/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170105-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170126-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170202-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/respond/employee-resources/chemical-protection-program-office/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170209-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170223-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170302-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170309-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170316-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170323-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170330-CPPO-WEEKLY-REPORT-FINAL-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170413-CPPO-Weekly-and-Q1-Q2-Summary-Report-Final-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/20170413-CPPO-Weekly-and-Q1-Q2-Summary-Report-Final-1.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/20170420-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/20170427-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/20170504-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170511-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170518-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final-w-attachement.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170525-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170601-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170608-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/20170615-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/20170622-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170706-CPPO-Third-Quarterly-Review-Report-FINAL-Summary.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170706-CPPO-Third-Quarterly-Review-Report-FINAL-Summary.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/20179713-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/20179720-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/20179727-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170803-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170809-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170817-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20170824-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/20170831-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/20170907-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/20170921-CPPO-Weekly-Report-Final.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/20170914-CPPO-Weekly-Report-FINAL.pdf
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CPPO Annual Summary of WRPS FY2017 Formal Vapors Communications 
October 2016 
10/5/2016 Vapors Weekly Updt The Hanford Advisory Board’s Tank Waste Committee was 

given a tour of AP Farm, where chemical vapor detection 
and monitoring technologies are being pilot tested, the 
Central Control Room located in 274-AW, and the RJ Lee 
mobile laboratory. 

10/6/2016 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark  

CPPO is launched.  Fostering chemical vapor-related 
communications was another major focus in FY 2016. To 
meet this challenge, we established the Chemical 
Protection Program Office, or CPPO, to oversee chemical 
protection initiatives. We also launched a website devoted 
to transparently providing information to workers, 
stakeholders and the public about chemical vapor issues. 
Soon we will introduce a more robust website in its place 
that provides even more information and functionality 

10/13/2016 Vapors Weekly Updt WRPS launched the new and expanded 
www.HanfordVapors.com website. The site, which includes 
new content developed by a cross-section of workers who 
are leaders in their fields of expertise, provides more 
information about chemical vapors at the Hanford Site. 
Available tools include access to field data and sampling 
results, more complete information as to how WRPS 
protects workers, and an explanation of technologies being 
developed and tested. 

10/24/2017 Vapors Weekly Updt The HAMMER Training Facility leadership group received a 
tour of the AP Farm WRPS Safety representatives and 
managers provided the briefing on the enhanced vapor 
monitoring technology that has been tested on a pilot-scale 
level for future application.  

10/27/2017 Vapors Weekly Updt Chemical Protection Program Manager Rob Gregory 
provided a vapors strategy briefing at the HAMMER 
Medical Surveillance Subcommittee meeting on 
Wednesday. He was joined by Alan Wilhelm, HAMTC Safety 
Representative, who provided an update on air-purifying 
cartridge filter testing being conducted at the tank farms. 

November 2016 
11/3/2017 All-employee Email: 

Message from Mark 
A message to employees was distributed after a federal 
judge denied a motion for preliminary injunction filed by 
the Attorney General, Hanford Challenge and Local 598 to 
implement additional interim measures in Hanford’s tank 
farms to protect workers from chemical vapors. 

11/3/2016 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark  

WRPS’ commitment to protecting our workforce remains 
unchanged, as the legal matters work themselves out. We 

https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vmds-pilot-scale-testing/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/vmds-pilot-scale-testing/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/mobile-laboratory/
https://hanfordvapors.com/enhancing-vapor-identification/mobile-laboratory/
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are continuing our execution of the Vapors Implementation 
Plan to actively address recommendations from the Tank 
Vapor Assessment Report. Pilot-scale technology testing is 
underway at Hanford’s AP Farm. We are working with 
union representatives as an independent third-party 
reviews results from air-purifying cartridge testing. New 
communication boards in the field provide workers with 
improved access to critical information, including Vapor 
Control Zones, boundaries and locations of work activities. 
And we continue to improve communication with our 
workforce, with regular posting of information to the 
revamped hanfordvapors.com website. 

11/3/2016 Vapors Weekly Updt  As part of our effort to improve communication at 
Hanford’s tank farms, WRPS has rolled out a new Industrial 
Hygiene Communication Board in the AP Farm change 
trailer. The board displays a satellite aerial image of the 
tank farms with several information layers, including Vapor 
Control Zones, boundaries and locations of work activities. 

11/10/2016 Vapors Weekly Updt  Rob Gregory, WRPS Chemical Protection Integration 
Manager, met with the HAMMER Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) Site-
wide Committee and worker/trainer leads. The purpose of 
this meeting was to present the draft Hanford Vapors 
Strategy to the group for their understanding and input, 
which resulted in a productive exchange of ideas for how to 
best communicate the strategy and how to better 
incorporate chemical management and approaches into 
HAZWOPER training in the future. 

11/15/2016 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark 

We received word this afternoon that a federal judge has 
denied a motion for preliminary injunction filed by the 
Attorney General, Hanford Challenge and Local 598 to 
implement additional interim protective measures at 
Hanford’s tank farms. In its decision, the court ruled the 
plaintiffs “failed to make a clear showing to meet their 
burden that an imminent and substantial endangerment to 
health may presently exist.” Judge Thomas O. Rice also 
recognized WRPS’ efforts to put in place “significant 
protective measures” in line with the Tank Vapor 
Assessment Team Report recommendations to safeguard 
employee health. 

11/16/2016 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark  

A message to employees was distributed detailing the 
findings of the DOE-Inspector General report on chemical 
vapor concerns in the tank farms. The OIG review “did not 
reveal significant issues with regard to the Department’s 
and WRPS’ strategy and ongoing actions to address vapor 

http://hanfordvapors.com/
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risks.” The message also covered three recommendations 
that WRPS committed to implement: strengthen the 
Problem Evaluation Request (PER) system, share ongoing 
engineering control evaluation reports with workers and 
the public, and sustain a strong safety culture by using the 
Chemical Vapors Solutions Team for employees to raise 
safety concerns. 

11/30/2016  WRPS General Delivery AOP-015 at AX change tent. Three messages to employees 
were distributed on an AOP-015 at the AX Farm change 
tent where six workers reported odors. 

December 2016 
12/1/2016 WRPS General Delivery DOE announcement: NIOSH vapors report 
12/1/2016 All-employee Email: 

Message from Mark  
WRPS has received the report from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH) team that visited Hanford tank 
farms last summer. The report is currently under review by 
our team and a briefing with the team leader is scheduled 
in the coming weeks 

12/1/2016 WRPS General Delivery Three Hanford workers—two expressing symptoms—
underwent precautionary medical evaluation and were 
released to return to work after reporting odors this 
afternoon. The workers reported an ammonia-like smell 
outside of a tank farm in an area that does not require use 
of a supplied-air respirator. No waste-disturbing activities 
were going on in the area. Industrial hygiene technicians 
responded and no elevated readings were identified, 
including ammonia. 

January 2017 
1/5/2017 All-employee Email: 

Message from Mark  
ORP also identified improvement opportunities in 
communications on vapors, an area where we have already 
taken and will continue to take actions to better inform and 
engage employees. 

1/16/2017 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark  

The Department of Energy Office of Enterprise Assessment 
(OEA) recently issued its report on our progress on Tank 
Vapor Assessment Team (TVAT) actions.  WRPS provided 
full access to the OEA team, which interviewed WRPS 
employees during its August review. We are evaluating the 
OEA report and will use its results to improve our future 
work.  We are also working with union representatives to 
find additional ways to protect workers and we are 
improving transparency and communication with the 
Hanford workforce.  If you have any suggestions or 
concerns, I invite you to share them with your manager or 
me directly. Our workplace is, and always will be, a place 
where each of us can identify issues and discuss them 

http://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-november-30/
http://hanfordvapors.com/vapors-weekly-update-november-30/
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openly so we are continually improving our workplace 
environment.   

1/25/2017 WRPS General Delivery Nine Hanford workers declined preliminary medical 
evaluation this morning after reporting odors near their 
work trailers outside of Hanford’s AP Tank Farm. None of 
the workers reported symptoms. The workers described 
the odors as rotten egg-like, sulfur-like and onion-like. 
Industrial hygiene technicians responded, and no elevated 
readings were identified. Samples were collected and sent 
for analysis. The trailers are located near the wet grout 
facility in the grout loop area about 200 yards east of the 
AP Farm fence line (see map below). The employees were 
in pre-job briefings at the time of reported odors and were 
not in an area that requires use of a supplied-air respirator. 
Workers were instructed to leave the area, and access to 
the area has been restricted.  

1/26/2017 WRPS General Delivery Three Hanford workers reported odors at the 702-AZ 
facility, outside the AZ Tank Farm. None of the workers 
reported symptoms and, at this time, have chosen not to 
undergo medical evaluation. The employees were 
performing calibrations on the 702-AZ ventilation 
continuous air monitor system and were not in an area that 
requires use of a supplied-air respirator. Workers were 
instructed to leave the area, and access to the area has 
been restricted. UPDATE Same Day: Three Hanford workers 
reported odors about 1 p.m. today at the 702-AZ facility 
just west of the AZ Tank Farm. None of the workers 
reported symptoms and, at this time, have chosen not to 
undergo medical evaluation. The employees were 
performing calibrations on the 702-AZ ventilation 
continuous air monitor system and were not in an area that 
requires use of a supplied-air respirator. The workers 
opened the sample system cabinet and reported a burning 
electrical/musty/ammonia odor. Workers were instructed 
to leave the area, and access to the area was restricted. 
Industrial hygiene technicians responded, and no elevated 
readings were identified. Additional air samples were 
collected and analyzed, and the results are at or below 
background levels. Access to the facility has been restored.  

February 2017 
2/2/2017 All-Employee Email Communicated Vapor Control Strategies for the upcoming 

testing for AX Farm Exhausters. 
2/8/2017 All-Employee Email Communicated the vapor control strategies put in place in 

preparation for the weekend DST to DST waste transfer. 
Furthermore, “[d]uring the transfer, respirator chemical 
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filter cartridge testing will be performed at the receiving 
tank exhaust system (702-AZ) to obtain data on the 
effectiveness of chemical cartridges during waste-
disturbing activities.  

2/14/2017 All-Employee Email Due to weather, testing of new exhausters in AX Farm was 
not completed as planned two weeks ago. The project team 
is moving forward with plans to perform Hot OAT for the 
new exhausters this weekend. Vapor Control Strategies 
communicated. 

2/21/2017 All-Employee Email 2nd UPDATE: Upcoming testing for AX Farm exhausters 
2/21/2017 All-employee Email: 

Message from Mark  
Waste retrieval from Tank 241-AY -102 complete. Of 
course, safety is at the forefront of everything we do at 
WRPS, and the AY-102 Project involved implementing many 
controls to protect workers from a variety of workplace 
hazards, including the potential exposure to chemical 
vapors. WRPS worked hand in hand with HAMTC leadership 
develop and implement a control strategy protective of 
worker safety and health.  

March 2017 
3/9/2017 All-employee Email: 

Message from Mark  
WRPS and HAMTC have reached this decision after testing 
and analysis demonstrated that air-purifying respirators 
fitted with chemical filter cartridges are effective for 
protecting workers from vapors in some areas during 
certain work activities in AP Farm. Specifically, workers in 
the AP tank farm, working outside of a Vapor Control Zone 
while non-waste-disturbing and non-tank-intrusive 
activities are taking place, will have the option of wearing 
air-purifying respirators equipped with approved filter 
cartridges instead of a Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus 
(SCBA) or other available supplied-air systems. Beginning 
Tuesday, March 14, under certain work conditions, workers 
may enter AP Tank Farm wearing a Scott full-face air-
purifying respirator equipped with either the Scott 7422-
SC1 (Chemical – multipurpose) or the Scott 7422-SD1 
(Chemical – multipurpose/P100) cartridges. Initially, the use 
of filter cartridges at AP Farm will be limited to low-hazard, 
non-intrusive tasks performed during non-waste-disturbing 
activities. Following recommendations from the Tank 
Vapors Assessment Team (TVAT), WRPS designed a process 
to test specific filter cartridges in actual tank farm 
conditions using methods approved by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). In the AP Tank 
Farm, cartridges were tested by connecting them to a vent 
and actively drawing vapors and gases directly from the 
tanks through the filters. The data collected during testing 
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were analyzed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
scientists. Consistent with the August 2016 Memorandum 
of Agreement between WRPS and HAMTC, the results were 
then reviewed and concurred with by third-party 
independent experts selected by HAMTC. These 
independent third-party experts support the use of air-
purifying respirators fitted with chemical filter cartridges as 
an alternative to the use of SCBA or other available 
supplied-air systems in non-waste-intrusive areas and 
during non-waste-disturbing activities in AP Farm (a 
double-shell tank farm) with implementation of certain 
conditions, including development of an updated industrial 
hygiene exposure assessment strategy and continued 
source, area, and personal sampling. The joint decision 
between WRPS and HAMTC to allow workers to select 
these air-purifying filter cartridges is based on scientific 
evidence, with the desire to provide protective options that 
are less cumbersome than SCBA or other supplied-air 
systems and reduce physical strain on our most valuable 
resource: our workforce.  

3/30/2017 WRPS General Delivery (Total of 4 emails delivered on 3/3/02017 apprising the 
workforce) Three Hanford workers reported propane-like 
odors about 9 a.m. today at the SX Farm change trailer 
when first entering the facility from outside the farm. None 
of the workers reported symptoms, and all chose not to 
undergo medical evaluation. The employees were 
performing routine surveys and were not in an area that 
required use of a supplied-air respirator when odors were 
reported. Workers were instructed to leave the area, and 
access to the area was restricted. Industrial hygiene 
technicians responded to take samples, and no elevated 
readings were identified. Access to the area has been 
restored.  

April 2017 
4/12/2017 All-employee Email Communicated the vapor control strategies put in place in 

preparation for the weekend supernatant waste transfer 
between two double-shell tanks, AN-101 and AN-106. 

4/19/2017 All-employee Email Communicated the vapor control strategies put in place in 
preparation for the weekend supernatant waste transfer 
between two double-shell tanks, AN-101 and AN-106. 

4/26/2017 All-employee Email Communicated the vapor control strategies put in place in 
preparation for the weekend supernatant waste transfer 
between two double-shell tanks, AN-101 and AN-106. 

https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PNNL-25860-Analysis-of-Respirator-Cartridge-Performance-Testing-on-a-Hanford-AP-Tank-Farm-Primary-Exhauster-Slipstream.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PNNL-25860-Analysis-of-Respirator-Cartridge-Performance-Testing-on-a-Hanford-AP-Tank-Farm-Primary-Exhauster-Slipstream.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/hamtc-wrps-reach-agreement-on-stop-work/
https://hanfordvapors.com/hamtc-wrps-reach-agreement-on-stop-work/
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/STC-Report-No-2-_-APR-Use-in-AP-10-Tank-Farm.pdf
https://hanfordvapors.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/STC-Report-No-2-_-APR-Use-in-AP-10-Tank-Farm.pdf
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4/27/2017 All-employee Email Communicated the vapor control strategies put in place in 
preparation for future AY-102 visual inspections. To 
prepare for future video examinations of the AY-102 
primary tank, one of the extended-reach sluicers, 
previously used for waste retrieval, was operated on April 
27. 

May 2017 
5/17/2017 All-employee Email Starting tomorrow, May 18, through May 31, a crane will be 

stationed in the 242-A Evaporator parking lot to support 
construction work on extending the exhaust stack. The 
exhaust stack is being extended from about 63 feet above 
grade to 111 feet above grade. The stack extension project 
is designed to improve the dilution ratio of the exhaust 
gases by a factor 10 times better than the present stack. 

5/31/2017 All-employee Email The Tank Farm Projects team is scheduled to remove the 
AW-106 pump tomorrow, June 1, to support an upcoming 
242-A Evaporator campaign. The project team will 
implement the following controls: Primary ventilation will 
be active during all pit intrusive activities. The pump and 
slurry distributor will be fully sleeved during removal. 
A high-pressure spray ring will be used to rinse the pump 
during removal. The engineered work platform will provide 
a barrier between workers and the pump during removal 
and draining activities. During the pump pull, access to the 
farm will be limited to personnel involved with the pump 
removal. Additional monitoring will be conducted in and 
around the farm (mobile laboratory and rounds/routines). 
Stack monitoring/sampling data will be collected before 
and during the pump removal evolution.  

June 2017 

6/1/2017 All-employee Email The Tank Farm Projects Team removed the pump from tank 
AW-106 the first week of June. The team “activated 
primary ventilation during all the pit-intrusive activities,” as 
well as other vapors management controls during the 
project.  
 

6/12/2017 Safety-Start Communicated WRPS’s readiness for the 242-A Evaporator 
Campaign set to start in early July.  The Industrial Hygiene 
and monitoring plan has been reviewed, agreed upon with 
HAMTC, and a “Brief the Briefers” meeting was held on 
June 20, 2017. 
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6/13/2017 All-employee email Reported odors outside A Farm; access to the area was 
restricted. 

6/13/2017 All-employee email A second WRPS all-employee email on June 13, 2017, 
updated employees on the reported odors outside of A 
Farm; access was restored. 

6/13/2017 All-employee email A third WRPS all-employee email on June 13, 2017, 
updated employees on the reported odors outside of A 
Farm; Air samples taken in the area were at or below 
background levels.  All affected employees were returned 
to work. 

6/13/2017 Hanfordvapors.com Mirrored each all-employee email on June 13, 2017. 
 

6/13/2017 SOEN Seven shift office notifications regarding AOP-015.  

6/27/2019 All-employee Email To help minimized noxious odors in some of the more 
congested areas of 200-East during summer work routines, 
septic systems are now being pumped between 4 a.m. and 
6 a.m. Monday thru Thursday.” 

6/29/2017 All-employee Email Communicated the vapor control plan for the Air Lift 
Circulator (ALC) operation and evaporator campaign EC-06, 
performed the first week-end of July. 

July 2017 
7/12/2017 

 
Industrial Hygiene 
Safety Flash 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Reminded the workforce that,” [i]n accordance with the IH 
Monitoring and Control Plan, significant IH monitoring and 
sampling has been performed over the course of the [EC-
06] campaign. These include: Around the clock IHT 
coverage, 10 AreaRAE monitors, the RJ Lee mobile sampling 
lab and stack monitoring and sampling. To date, all IH 
monitoring results have been significantly less than 
established action levels. Based on these results and 
consistent with our agreement with HAMTC leadership, the 
Respiratory Protection Required (RPR) area surrounding the 
242-A facility has been re-designated as “Restricted Access 
– Authorized Personnel Only.”  

7/12/2017 
 

All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark  

Described the ORAU Safety Culture Survey which was 
launched on July 17, 2017, and updated readers on the 
VMDS equipment selection process in the A and AP Tank 
Farms.  

7/17/2017 All-employee Email: 
Message from Mark 

Communicated the successful completion of the first 242-A 
Evaporator operating campaign. Acknowledged the 
collaboration that took place within the Chemical Vapor 
Solutions Team and with HAMTC leadership in developing 
the comprehensive industrial hygiene control strategy for 
the campaign.  Area direct-reading instrumentation (DRI) 
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CPPO Notebooks for FY2017 

11/30/2016 Hanford Vapors ISMS Strategy 
12/7/2016 AY102 Retrieval 

12/15/2016 VMDS Vapor Technologies 
1/4/2017 Cartridge Testing Briefing (AP Tank Farm) 

1/19/2017 Penser/Worker’s Compensation 
1/26/2017 AY-102 Retrieval Ops Summary 

2/2/107 NIOSH Out-briefing 
2/9/2017 WRPS Response to DOE-OIG Report 

2/16/2017 Engineering Controls 
2/23/2017 Strobic Air Feasibility Study 

3/2/107 PTR-MS Mobile Lab 
3/8/2017 Leading Indicators Summary 

3/16/2017 
Announcement of Workforce Communications 

Survey 
04/06/2017 CTEH Report Summary Presentation 

04/13/2017 AY-102 to AP-102 Data Summary – Summary Slide 

04/20/2017 Cartridge Testing Update Presentation 
04/27/2017 EA-32 Assessment 
05/11/2017 Cartridge Test Report Results 
05/18/2017 CPPO Vapors Communications Survey Results 

05/25/2017 Update on VMDS Equipment Testing – 

06/01/2017 
Chemical Odor Perception and Chemical 

Exposures: Part 1 

06/08/2017 
Chemical Odor Perception and Chemical 

Exposures: Part 2 

06/15/2017 
Chemical Odor Perception and Chemical 

Exposures: Part 3 

06/22/2017 
Chemical Odor Perception and Chemical 

Exposures: Part 4 

06/29/2017 
Chemical Odor Perception and Chemical 

Exposures: Part 5 
07/06/2017 Human Odor Perception and Chemical Exposures: 

Part 5 (repeat) – with SME Narration 
07/06/2017 Human Odor Perception and Chemical Exposures: 

Part 5 (repeat) - Presentation 
07/13/2017 VMDS Equipment Selection – Summary Slide 

07/13/2017 VMDS Equipment Selection – Presentation 
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07/13/2017 VMDS Equipment Selection – with SME Narration 

07/20/2017 VMEP Assessment – Summary Slide 

07/20/2017 VMEP Assessment – Presentation 

07/20/2017 VMEP Assessment – with SME Narration 

07/27/2017 NUCON Update – Summary Slide 

07/27/2017 NUCON Update – Presentation 

07/27/2017 NUCON Update – with SME Narration 

08/03/2017 Event Notification System – Summary Slide 

08/03/2017 Event Notification System – Presentation 

08/03/2017 Event Notification System – with SME Narration 

8/10/2017 Strobic Air Update – Summary Slide 

8/10/2017 Strobic Air Update – Presentation 

8/10/2017 Strobic Air Update – with SME Narration 

8/17/2017 CPPO Lean Management Update – Summary Slide 

8/17/2017 CPPO Lean Management Update – Presentation 

8/17/2017 CPPO Lean Management Update – with SME 
Narration  

8/24/2017 STC Review: FFARP – Summary Slide  

8/24/2017 STC Review: FFARP – Presentation 

8/24/2017 STC Review: FFARP – with SME Narration 

8/31/2017 EC-06 IH Sampling – Summary Slide 

8/31/2017 EC-06 IH Sampling – Presentation 

8/31/2017 EC-06 IH Sampling – with SME Narration 

9/7/2017 Nitrosamines, Part 1 – Presentation 

9/7/2017 Nitrosamines, Part 1 – with SME Narration 

9/14/2017 Nitrosamines, Part 2  - Presentation 

9/14/2017 Nitrosamines, Part 2 – with SME Narration 

9/21/2017 VMDS Operational Acceptance Testing – 
Summary Slide 

9/21/2017 VMDS Operational Acceptance Testing – 
Presentation 

9/21/2017 VMDS Operational Acceptance Testing – with 
SME Narration 

9/28/2017 Data Access & Visualization Tool – Summary Slide 
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9/28/2017 Data Access & Visualization Tool – Presentation 

9/28/2017 Data Access & Visualization Tool – with SME 
Narration 

  

  

  

  

  
 


	1. STATE of VAPORS RELATED ACTIVITIES
	During FY2017, in support of draft KPP 1 effectiveness measures, a vapors communication survey was performed and a LEAN event completed.  Recommendations from these activities have been implemented.  As a significant effort for increased transparency ...
	The project experienced a few difficulties this year. The vendor supporting the project struggled to keep up with the analysis of data necessary for laboratory studies.  WRPS personnel continued to work with the vendor to remedy this situation and are...

	2. CHEMICAL PROTECTION PROGRAM OFFICE (CPPO) ACTIVITIES STATUS                   Annual Summary (Fiscal Year 2017)
	“Fostering chemical vapor-related communications was another major focus in FY 2016,” wrote WRPS President Mark Lindholm in his October 6, 2016, Message from Mark. He added, “[t]o meet this challenge, we established the Chemical Protection Program Off...
	A year later, the CPPO, staffed with technical subject matter experts, project managers, and communications expertise, has become a reliable resource for vapors presentations and information, workforce engagement initiatives, weekly draft Comprehensiv...
	In keeping with its mandate, the CPPO oversaw many chemical protection initiatives, including providing pertinent and timely reports and summaries to the HanfordVapors.com website;  supporting manager’s in their vapors discussions with their staff  by...
	Focusing on employee effectiveness measures, the CPPO performed a Vapors Communication Workforce Survey in March and hosted a LEAN Management Event on Effective Communication to the Workforce in June. In response to the LEAN event feedback, a Tank Vap...
	The CPPO compiled a list of actions and deliverables generated in response to the recommendations from the NIOSH, OIG, EA-32, Vapors Expert Management Panel (VMEP), CTEH, and TVAT.  The list was migrated into the CPPO action tracking/status database, ...
	In early May, the CPPO team helped re-establish and continues to facilitate the CVAP integrated project team meetings.
	The CPPO group continues to provide outstanding presentations for field organizations through the CPPO Notebook, including many well-received presentations written by the Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health (CTEH) professionals and CPPO Sub...
	Ever mindful of supporting the workforce, the CPPO offers via direct email and HanfordVapors.com, a weekly update on the broad and innovative vapors mitigation efforts mapped out in the draft CVAP. In addition to the weekly progress report on the draf...
	The CPPO served in an advisory capacity, or provided technical support, to many vapors related efforts this year, including:
	 Meeting with Site staff when requested to address vapors-related questions or concerns.
	 Performing tank vapor and industrial hygiene monitoring data analysis.
	 Participating in Vapor Monitoring and Detection System (VMDS) equipment conceptual design.
	 Providing training and education on vapors-related issues.
	 Participating in Health Process Plan (HPP) meetings.
	 Contributing to the Integrated Vapors Sampling Strategy Data Quality Objective (DQO) process.
	 Engaging in a weekly information exchange with the Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council (HAMTC) safety representatives.

	Additional CPPO activities this year include the following:
	 WRPS provided status briefings on the development of the draft CVAP and the Industrial Hygiene program to DOE’s Vapor Management Expert Panel (VMEP).  The VMEP responded to the briefings with overall positive comments on the status of vapors related...
	 CPPO continues to develop metrics to support a CVAP monitoring dashboard.  Multiple metrics are in various stages of development and review.
	 To date, the CPPO Library houses hundreds of communications, correspondence, CPPO Notebooks, historical documents, photographs, charts, and references. CPPO collects and deposits vapors communications into the CPPO Library and IDMS on a continual ba...
	 CPPO contributed questions to the Oak Ridge Associate Universities (ORAU) Safety Culture Survey (SCWE). The survey was conducted in July.
	 Oversight and Tracking
	The Oversight and Tracking section is a revolving schedule of metrics published in   the CPPO Weekly Report:
	 Week 1 – Website Statistics
	 Week 2 – Cost, Schedule, and Spending
	 Week 3 – Communication Productivity
	 Week 4 – Corrective Action Status
	 Week 4/5 – CVAP Recommendations Summary Status
	In general, the largest number of views occurred on the days that the Hanford Vapors Weekly Update was posted, with carryover views logged on the days immediately following the updates, around the time that odor events occurred, and during the PUREX t...
	Several navigation improvements were made to the website over the course of the year. Information posted included a variety of vapors-related reports and summaries, IH monitoring data, AOP-15 event summaries, CPPO Weekly Reports, CVST meeting material...
	In FY2017, the website experienced an average of 4852 hits per month, and 159 hits per day.
	The CPPO Notebook was developed as an additional mechanism for managers to share vapors-related information with the workforce.  It is delivered on a weekly basis in multiple formats: a ‘One-Sheet’ summary of the weekly topic, a PowerPoint presentatio...
	 Eight covering New Technologies
	 Eight providing information on Odor to Vapor Comparison education
	 Six on Independent Assessments
	 Five on IH Sampling Data
	 Three on CVAP or Vapors Communication Strategies
	 Three on Respirator Cartridge Testing
	 One with information on Medical Partners
	 One specific to Engineered Controls, and
	 One addressing the IH Tech Basis.
	The number of times a topic was covered in the CPPO Notebooks was based on results of the CPPO Vapors Communication Survey.  The survey participants indicated levels of interest in various topics. Management’s use of the Notebook is determined through...
	The CPPO routinely summarizes complex, technical vapors-related information for a general audience and has provided monitoring results, report summaries, presentations, a weekly report on WRPS vapors activities, and other information for distribution ...
	Tables 2 and 3 show the volume of activity over the course of FY2017.  The first quarter reflects the influx of vapors-related communication products identified for production at the launch of the CPPO.  The increase in quarter three reflects the sign...
	The CPPO also tracks the distribution of all identified vapors-related communications throughout WRPS.  The data for FY17 is shown in Table 4 and indicates that vapors-related information has been shared with the workforce 3278 times in a variety of f...
	The CPPO Notebook continues to be a primary avenue for delivering vapors-related communications to the workforce.  In addition, a significant number of updates were posted to the Hanford Vapors website.  Other events occur less frequently, such as the...


	COMPREHENSIVE VAPOR ACTION PLAN Key Performance Parameters
	KPP 1. Engagement and Effective Measurement
	 Chemical Protection Engagement and Effectiveness Measures:
	The CPPO initiated engagement and mentoring activities featuring the vast experience and knowledge of the CTEH team.  The CTEH team attends onsite staff meetings, select pre-job meetings, and activities with WRPS Industrial Hygiene Professionals (IHP)...
	WRPS exceeded the commitment for FY2017 for a minimum of two communication effectiveness measurements.  A focus group survey of the HanfordVapors.com website was performed; a CPPO workforce communication survey was performed; and a CPPO Communication ...

	 4th Quarter Communication Highlights
	The CVST Communications Sub-committee met on July 10, 2017, and the CVST New Technology Sub-committee met on July 12, 2017.
	The Chemical Vapors Solutions Team (CVST) Meeting was held on July 12, 2017, during which Mr. Rob Gregory spoke on the on-going litigation, the third party review of the cartridge testing, and the next cartridge test in AX Farm. Additional information...
	The Chemical Vapor Solution Team (CVST) meeting, held on July 12, 2017, included new members filling the Tank Vapor Representative (TVR) position.  The role of the TVR is to attend and participate at the CVST meetings, and then to communicate the info...
	Industrial Hygiene published a Safety Flash on July 12, 2017, reminding the workforce that “[i]n accordance with the IH Monitoring and Control Plan, significant IH monitoring and sampling has been performed over the course of the [EC-06] campaign. The...
	The Message from Mark, published on July 12, described the ORAU Safety Culture Survey which was launched on July 17, 2017, and updated readers on the VMDS equipment selection process in the A and AP Tank Farms.
	A presentation of the VMDS equipment selection process was provided to the CPPO/HAMTC Safety Representatives interface meeting on July 12, 2017.  The presentation was well-received and the HAMTC representatives provided feedback for the VMDS team.
	Solutions, Issue 398, published on July 10, 2017, reported, “Roger Jarrell, DOE-HQ Environmental Management, Senior Advisor to the Secretary of Energy, receive[d] a briefing from Karthik Subramanian on AP Farm activities, vapor abatement activities an...
	Message from Mark, published on July 17, reported on “…the collaboration that took place within the Chemical Vapor Solutions Team and with HAMTC leadership in developing the comprehensive industrial hygiene control strategy for the [242-A Evaporation]...
	Solutions, Issue 399, published on July 20, 2017, reported on the 242-A Evaporator Campaign and the comprehensive industrial hygiene (IH) control strategy in place during the campaign; the Vapor Monitoring and Detection System equipment selection; and...
	On July 25, 2017, Jason Vitali led a tour of the AP-Tank Farm Vapor Monitoring & Detection System (VMDS) and control room for DOE participants, including Brian Carter (DOE Human Capital, Director).
	Multiple several items were discussed with the HAMTC Safety Representatives at the CPPO/HAMTC weekly meetings during the fourth quarter. Upcoming CPPO communications topics were reviewed and input provided on additional topics of interest. It was sugg...
	A CVST meeting was held on July 26, 2017, during which Rob Gregory provided an update on the ongoing mediation. He reported that mediation is scheduled for its fourth round from August 1-3, 2017. He also spoke of the upcoming site visit from StoneTurn...
	The Message from Mark, published on July 25, reported, “[a]nother significant safety and health accomplishment that I’m particularly proud of is the recent completion of the 242-A Evaporator stack extension project.  The ventilation stack was extended...
	A CPPO subject matter expert contributed an article on NUCON International to the July 31, 2017, publication of Solutions. “WRPS is supporting NUCON International as it develops a thermal oxidation demonstration project based on an internal combustion...
	One of the recommendations from the CPPO sponsored LEAN Management Event  was to establish an e-form with which to submit vapors related questions, as well as track the question/answer to completion.  An e-form has been created and is now in testing.
	Doug Greenwell, WRPS Retrievals manager, sent an all-employee email on August 9, 2017, detailing the C-105 waste retrieval activity scheduled to begin Thursday August 10, 2017. In addition to a map outlining the IH monitoring and control strategy for ...
	Hanford Tank Vapors, Vapors Weekly Update was published August 10, 2017. It reported that, “WRPS will start C-105 Retrieval operations… [during which] [s]ampling will include ventilation stack monitoring, IH monitoring and sampling, and strategically ...
	The CVST Communications Sub-committee met on August 7, 2017. The CVST Chemical Cartridge Sub-committee met on August 8, 2017.  The CVST New Technology Sub-committee and the CVST Meeting were cancelled to accommodate the site visit from STC.
	The August 7, 2017, publication of Solutions, Issue 402, reported that WRPS’s AP Ventilation Upgrade was among the projects nominated for the AECOM Excellence Awards.  “The project was a first-of-its-kind upgrade that set a baseline for future ventila...
	Solutions, Issue 404, published August 14, 2017, reported, “Doug Greenwell, WRPS Retrievals manager, updated the [Hanford Advisory Board’s Tank Waste] committee on single-shell tank C-105.  He discussed the tank’s waste characteristics and retrieval h...
	The August 14, 2017, all employee Message from Mark congratulated the C-105 project team “for successfully restarting waste removal over the weekend. Waste retrieval from tank C-105 resumed last weekend and about 13, 400 gallons of waste was removed f...
	The WRPS Retrieval manager sent an all employees email on August 15, 2017, outlining the vapor control strategy for the C-105 waste retrieval activities scheduled to resume that evening.
	Solutions, Issue 405, published August 28, 2017, reported, “The [LEAN Management] event, sponsored by the Chemical Protection Program Office (CPPO), focused on finding ways to increase face-to-face communication with subject-matter experts, strengthen...
	The August 31, 2017, all employee Hanford Tank Vapors also reported on the results of the LEAN Management event.  Hanford Tank Vapors wrote, “One notable improvement is creating a Team Vapor Representative (TVR) from each work team to attend the CVST ...
	Solutions, Issue 406, published September 11, 2017, reported, “WRPS has successfully completed its second 242-A Evaporator campaign of the year, freeing a total of approximately 525, 000 gallons of valuable double-shell tank space. The work was coordi...
	In addition, a September 11, 2017, all-employee email, Message from Mark, described the vapor control strategy, coordinated with the Chemical Vapor Solutions Team and HAMTC leadership for the 242-A Evaporator campaigns, as a “comprehensive industrial ...
	On September 13, 2017, the full Chemical Vapor Solutions Team (CVST) met. Tank Vapor Representatives (TVR) were acknowledged by WRPS’s Operating Officer, Rob Gregory. Topics of discussion included mediation, the 3rd Party Review (Stoneturn Consultants...

	 Hanford Vapors Website Updates
	With CPPO as its primary contributor, and responding to a Department of Energy (DOE) critique in April, the HanfordVapors.com website significantly bolstered vapors communication offerings in FY2017. Appendix A catalogues the over two hundred website ...

	 Data Analysis and Visualization Tool
	An enormous accomplishment, instantly affording the workforce and the community both data and visuals, is the newly launched Data Access and Visualization (DAV) Tool.  Sub-contracted by the CPPO, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) built and ...


	KPPs 2 and 3. IH Technical Basis and IH Program
	 Develop New or Revised Chemicals of Potential Concern (COPC)/Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL)
	 TFC-PLN-174, Chemical Vapors Technical Basis Plan (New)
	 TFC-ESHQ-S_IH-C-67, IH Chemical Vapor Technical Basis Maintenance (New)
	 TFC-ESHQ-S_IH-C-66, COPC to COC Evaluation Process (New)

	 Health Process Plan
	FY2017 Summary: WRPS created a new Health Process Plan (HPP) review process, TFC-CHARTER-71, WRPS Internal Review Panel and External Review Panel Process for Review of Health Process Plan Recommendations. The review process evaluates the HPP recommend...
	 Furans OELs
	 Nitrosamines Risk Analysis
	 Acute Transient Exposure Concentrations (TECs) with Regulatory Basis
	 Acute TECs – SOP White Paper
	 Chronic Nitrile and Dimethylpyridine
	 Acute TECs
	 Chemical Mixtures and Modeling Recommendation
	 Sampling and Analysis Recommendations
	 2017 COPC Update

	 Parity Implementation with Established Programs
	FY2017 Summary: WRPS made strides in improving parity with other well established programs such as the radiological controls program.
	WRPS implemented the Enhanced Chemical Hazard Awareness Training (CHAT) developed in 2016, and completed a training evaluation report to capture recommendations from students on improvement.  These improvements will be included in the newly developed ...
	On May 18, 2017, WRPS, CHPRC, HAMMER, and Labor held an IHT Training Program kickoff meeting, the goal of which is to “[d]esign, develop and implement an IHT fundamentals and continuing training program that will educate and develop independently comp...
	 Laws and Standards
	 Math unit conversions and statistics
	 Chemistry
	 Physiology, anatomy, and toxicology
	 Respiratory protection and PPE
	 Industrial hygiene documentation
	 Personal and area monitoring
	 Using an industrial hygiene database


	 Other IH News
	Industrial Hygiene Communication Board
	Readily available updated work information is critical to evaluating the work environment to ensure worker safety.  WRPS rolled out a new Industrial Hygiene Communication Board (IHCB) in the AP Farm change trailer.  The IHCB displays a satellite image...


	KPP 4. Engineering Controls
	 242-A Evaporator Stack Extension
	FY2017 Summary: Early in FY2017, it was determined that although the current stack heights were sufficient for protecting workers, a defense-in-depth evaluation to provide additional protection using dispersion modeling revealed that 242-A, AP & AW Fa...

	 Exhausters
	FY2017 Summary: SY Farm Exhausters:  The goal of this project in FY2017 was to complete the design for installation of the 241-SY Exhauster.  Design activities started in the spring, where scoping meetings identified an exhaustive list of approximatel...

	 Strobic Air Dilution Fan
	FY2017 Summary:  The Strobic Air study was completed and published early in FY2017 -- Tank Farm Projects was tasked with leading the design and installation of the ventilation upgrades for the AW Stack.   At the end of the second quarter, the statemen...

	 NUCON Thermal Oxidation Proof-of-Concept
	FY2017 Summary:  An investigation into abatement technologies began in earnest in the first quarter of FY2017 and included the NUCON International Thermal Oxidation System.  NUCON developed a novel thermal oxidation process that is based on the intern...


	KPP 5. Administrative Controls and Monitoring
	WRPS, in coordination with ORP S&H, developed a white paper defining the unrestricted work boundary related to tank vapor management. The white paper offers a technical basis for establishing and controlling vapor control zones, ALARA zone, the unrest...
	 Permanent Installation of VMDS Equipment in A and AP Farms
	 Non-viable for the final VMDS (Remove from A and AP-Farms)
	 RAE Units
	  SKC Haz-Scanner
	  Gastronics Fixed Instrument Skid (nitrous oxide sensor)

	 Viable for the final VMDS with additional engineering modifications (Remove from A and AP-Farms)
	 Autosamplers
	  Lufft Meteorological Station
	  Gastronics Fixed Instrument Skid (ammonia and volatile organic compound sensors)

	 Viable for the final VMDS (Leave in A and AP-Farms)
	 Open path Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (OP-FTIR)
	 Ultra-Violet-Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer (UV-DOAS)
	 Ultraviolet Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (UV-FTIR)
	 Coastal Meteorological Station

	 Tours were held throughout the fiscal year with interested parties wanting to learning more about the VMDS.
	 Weekly reports were prepared summarizing and analyzing data obtained from the VMDS, with the reports being published on the HanfordVapors.com
	 Updates on current VMDS activities were captured in site-wide presentations released by the CPPO organization.
	 Procurement of thirteen fence-line UV-DOAS units was completed.
	 Test procedures were approved to continue testing of viable equipment left in the field (coastal meteorological station, UV-FTIR, OP-FTIR and UV-DOAS).
	 A schedule was released for turnover of the UV-FTIR stack monitor at AP-Farm. The schedule outlined the details needed to turn over the equipment to operations, which is currently expected to be completed in early 2018.


	 Stack and Boundary Monitors
	 Establishing Safe Unrestricted Boundaries
	 Public Address System

	KPP 6. Tank Operations Stewardship
	 Pilot SST Stewardship Program

	KPP 7. Hierarchy of Controls
	 Cartridge Testing and SCBA Alternatives
	 AP Farm
	 SY-102
	 A-101
	 702–AZ
	 AN Farm
	 AW F
	Since the out briefing with the Third Party, WRPS and HAMTC are working to complete FFAPR implementation at AP farm. WRPS and HAMTC has also began working on the implementation of FFAPRs at SY-102, A-101 702-AZ, AN, and AW Farms. WRPS will still allow...
	PNNL has developed a summary report for the first eight cartridge tests conducted, a draft of which, has been sent to WRPS management for comment and review. A new cartridge test apparatus (jig) was built in the third quarter. It was used for cartridg...

	 Mobile Laboratory
	 The on-site background samples that R J Lee collected included:
	 Intensive sampling around the AP Farm stack during the 242-A evaporator campaigns
	 A-103 passive breather filter, AN-101 to AN-106 tank transfer
	 Generators around the 200 East Area

	 Off-site background samples that R J Lee collected included:
	 Both the general Pasco and Richland areas (the lab instrumentation was sensitive enough to pick up exhaust from vehicles that drive by while it was monitoring)
	 Waste retrieval sampling included monitoring during the AY-102 retrieval over the winter and the C-105 retrieval over the summer

	 Tours of the RJ mobile lab for both off-site and on-site personnel were conducted throughout the year.
	 The Mobile Lab installed a Picarro G2103 Analyzer to detect ammonia (NH3) in the environment. The unit can perform continuous, real-time measurements without interference, and the sensitivity is parts-per-billion.   The unit was able to detect plume...
	 Reference gas measurements were conducted for sixty-five compounds in an effort to compare measured values with calculated values.

	 Personal Vapor Monitor

	KPP 8. Medical Support


